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the "Null Zone" between Harmonic Universes 1 and 2. The Hallah Phase Is
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Earth. The Bridge Zone Project will divert as much of the slower particles as
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Intervention: The Bridge Zone Project and The Buffer Zone • The "Artificial Christ

and The Buffer Zone • The "Artificial Christ Consciousness Grid" Buffer Zone chart4A
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4A: The Buffer Zone "Artificial Christ Consciousness Grid" Guardian Races began creating a

frequency "Buffer Zone" around Earth beginning in 9540 BC, to begin correcting the

to this Buffer Zone, about 444,000 miles out from Earth"s atmosphere, to counteract
mutations

as a Buffer Zone for Earth life during the Stellar Activations Cycle, was nick-

2017. The Buffer Zone will give humanity a chance to survive and prosper during
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The "Bridge Zone Project", 2017 Time· Continuum Shift In 1984 Guardian Races

create the Bridge Zone Project, through which the majority of Earth"s particles will be

the "Null Zone" between D-3 and D-4, so the planet can
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to the Bridge Zone, Tara or beyond. Each avatar is assigned to the realigr"rnent

wittln the Bridge Zone Earth. The success of the ascension program is dependent upon

the BriO]e Zone. The~ souls v,;n bi1h on Ea1h to serve i1
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enter the Bridge Zone. There are approximately 2 million Indigos of various ages on
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with the Bridge Zone Project? a) Connection: There is a place called Parallel Earth

called the Bridge Zone Project. 9. Name some of the symptoms of 4th Strand
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as frequency modulation zones (scalar flash-cycle transition points) between Dimensional
Frequency Bands.
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or Magnetic Repulsion Zone between each 3-Dimensional level of the energetic anatomy. This

This Magnetic Repulsion Zone between embodied Harmonics of Manifestation manifests as
polarity resistance to

the Magnetic Repulsion Zones between the Hova Bodies. Releasing the electromagnetic
resistance to higher
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the Magnetic Repulsion Zones between the Hova Bodies to release so . the DNA
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a MAGNETIC REPULSION ZONE, which blocks the vortex on the Back of the Right
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Shield and Cue Zones - DNA, Fire Letters, the Sacred Psonns and Cue Zones

Psonns and Cue Zones Field Technique-2: Tribal Shield-Cue Zone Activation • The

Tribal Shield-Cue Zone Activation • The Sacred Salutations - Electrical & Magnetic Merkaba
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en Magnetic Repulsion Zones create separation between Harmonic Universes. The Oraphim
genetic imprint of
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~cill~ Cue Zones "Cue Zones" are locations on Earth where a small

Zones "Cue Zones" are locations on Earth where a small portion of Earth"s

Activation Cycles, Cue Zones can be manually set by individuals or groups by running

Once set, Cue Zones will remain for a period of 3.5 to 5 years,

last indefinitely. Cue Zones are "safe zone" areas on the Planet that are

are "safe zone" areas on the Planet that are protected from interdimensional interference.

interdimensional interference. Cue Zones are "keyed" to Earth"s Planetary Templar "Cue
Sites",
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Creating a Cue Zone 1. Choose a location and activate a personal "Maharic

with. The Cue Zone you have set will extend out from your position in

setting the Cue Zone. 7. To amplify strength of Cue Zone, you can use

strength of Cue Zone, you can use the "Merkaba Spin ", just after

making the Cue Zone stronger and more lasting. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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Constant "Manifest Zone" forms at center of interface between 2 or more Harmonic
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Tribal Shield-Cue Zone (Technique-?) 3. Stand with spine comfortably straight, breathe
slowly,
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by Magnetic Repulsion Zones, within the embodied Kathara Grid. The 3 embodied Kundalini
Currents
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an electrostatic Repulsion Zone barrier that exists surrounding each 3- dimensional Hova
Body. The
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on the Bridge Zone Project was provided. On 6/26/1998, due to events
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There are time zones within your universe, as well as multiple dimensions of those1

of those1 time zones. Though the mechanics of these two systems are intertwined they
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not just time zones within the same universe/dimension. THE VISITORS In terms of
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their three-dimensional zone to the interdimensional grid. They had not planned to interact
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frequency bands/time zones/dimensions. Not all human bodies are able to withstand such
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"frequency modulation zones," whereas the human mother and hybrid child can meet within
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a free-will zone there are also drawbacks, from the perspective of security, conformity

a free-will zone one of the "rules" or base agreements is that
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create a battle zone which was not in the best interest of anyone involved.
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closing the mediation zone between the dimensional portals that had been forced open, that

close the mediation zone effectively, and when they observed the area where the hole

closed the mediation zone territories in which it had existed. This was not the

case. The mediation zone had been created by merging certain frequency patterns of the
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short-lived battle zone for Fallen Angelic Legion warfare, culminating in planetary destruction.
The
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that frequency modulation zone, that"s the space you need to put your consciousness in

the Frequency Modulation Zone, the point from which you can perceive both polarities without

a frequency modulation zone that if you can learn to run this through your

your frequency modulation zone in mind, right on the inside of your forehead and

the frequency modulation zone. Now, from the position from within the pineal gland you"re
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something called Miage Zones, a phenomena known for millions of years here and one

about the Miage Zones and have been permitted to retain that knowledge. Some of

the information. Miage Zones are called Transharmonic Time Cycles. They are not time cycles

fact that Miage Zones ... and the word "miage" is where our word

seeing the Miage Zones. If they did not have the DNA coding that would

Now, the Miage Zones are physically real places just like this is, if you

Spin. The Miage Zones connect to the Inner Earth and its portals, that are

like a battle zone since the Atlantean period. The portals to Inner Earth are

that the Bridge Zone Project could be attempted. The Bridge Zone Project is the

attempted. The Bridge Zone Project is the process of trying to assist this planetary

anymore. The Bridge Zone Project is the name of the intervention and the mechanics

into the Bridge Zone, but the people that have a minimum of 4.5 strands

Now, the Miage Zone becomes important because you only need a 4.25 strand activation
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So, the Miage Zones create an long, the process will involve the planetary opportunity

through the Miage Zone. made between Earth"s Templar here and Indigos have incarnated to

through the Miage Zone extremely high amounts of frequency; they and into Sirius B

Cycle, the Miage Zones are going to offer rod, which means that if we

fulfill the Bridge Zone anchor enough ... Its like making big pillars Project. of

point. The Miage Zones link that is being made between this time offer an

cycle, the Miage Zone and Inner Earth. wake up fast enough there is something

the next Time Zone. The Biveca Code There is also something called the Triveca
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144 major Triveca Zones, which are done by doing what I call Triveca Round

when the Miage Zones begin their opening cycle and it is time for you

be a buffer zone created. The Miage Zone Merkaba Fields could bend just enough,



created. The Miage Zone Merkaba Fields could bend just enough, and we would be

be a buffer zone created that we will be maintaining through those anchoring rods.

rods. That buffer zone will have the protection of the Miage Zone Merkaba Spirals.

of the Miage Zone Merkaba Spirals. People who would otherwise not be able to
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stable form-constant zone or a stable hologram within it, under the protection of

of the Miage Zone Merkaba Spiral. That"s the ideal case scenario, because that means

where the Bridge Zone will completely separate from that and then, from there, the

create a Buffer Zone. The Buffer Zone is the solution to this and depends

Zone. The Buffer Zone is the solution to this and depends on the Indigos
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be the Buffer Zone. polarity and draw into the atomic nucleus to So, the

in the buffer zone, from temporarily transmutes the nuclear structure the Miage Zone time

structure the Miage Zone time cycle. first into the state of Density 2 semi-
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Mesosphere and outer ozone layer During the second wave of the 3-Day Particle
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and the outer ozone layer (25 to 30 miles out) Negatively charged electrons

of the outer ozone layer. During the second wave (Orion activation), Earth"s outer

Mesosphere and outer ozone layer begin their transmutation process into hydrogenbased
atoms, the gases
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Mesosphere and outer Ozone Layer turns red and the stars go out. .. "

stabi- magnetic repulsion zone (the Null Zone) lizing Cue Zones. between Density 1

(the Null Zone) lizing Cue Zones. between Density 1 and Density 2 frequen-

Zone) lizing Cue Zones. between Density 1 and Density 2 frequen- The most precarious
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through the Null Zone as a trans-harmonic photon field. The Density 1 atoms

surrounding the Null Zone, as portions of Earth"s atmosphere progressively pass through the
Null

through the Null Zone into Density 2 time rhythms. The atoms of Earth"s outer

where the Buffer Zone comes in. That"s where, if the Indigos can wake up

of the Buffer Zone and help to anchor frequency if it"s needed. - 12-
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and the inner ozone layer The 12 sub-frequency bands, primary (15 to

rounding the atoms. Zone, the pre-matter hydroplasmic units of When the atoms reach
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that type of zone and at that point, The first stage it takes on,

by the Miage Zone trans-harmonic side, they would leave like an ectoplasmic time

through the Miage Zone and if we are Now, the "here is what

create the Buffer Zone by anchoring interesting. They"ve given me the two those 144
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that middle time zone, out of the three, that Middle Earth Time Zone that

Middle Earth Time Zone that leads all the way up to the Shield of

through the Miage Zones. They have to be set before the Miage Zones open.

before the Miage Zones open. They are due to open in 2002. So, we
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run between a zone, they are in the middle of protecting competing force of
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fact that Miage Zones are here and there is stuff that has to be
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could see the Zones that - 21 - Transcribed by Raha
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will be Safe Zones, and that will be the point where, you know, we

setting major intercept zones, and we still need to do the 144 physical manual
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Seal 13 Cue Zones and Tribal Shield Activation 14 Field Technique 2A- 28: Tribal

Tribal Shield-Cue Zone Activation 15 Field Technique 3A- 38: Salutations Merkaba Activation
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Activation Creates Cue Zones In Earth"s Planetary Shields Cue Zones "Cue Zones" are

Planetary Shields Cue Zones "Cue Zones" are locations on Earth where a small

Zones "Cue Zones" are locations on Earth where a small portion of Earth"s

Activations Cycles, Cue Zones can be manually set by individuals or groups by running

Once set, Cue Zones will remain for a period of 3.5 to 5 years,

last indefinitely. Cue Zones are "safe zone" areas on the Planet that are

are "safe zone" areas on the Planet that are protected from interdimensional interference.

interdimensional interference. Cue Zones are "keyed" to Earth"s Planetary Templar "Cue
Sites",
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Shield -Cue Zones Activation 12 Tribe Names and Sacred Psonns • The original
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Tribal Shield-Cue Zones Activation Creating a Cue Zone 1. Choose location and activate

Creating a Cue Zone 1. Choose location and activate personai"Maharic Quick Seal" to

with. The Cue Zone you have set will extend out from your position in

setting the Cue Zone. 7. To amplify strength of Cue Zone you can use

strength of Cue Zone you can use the "Merkaba Spin" just after closing.

making the Cue Zone stronger and more lasting. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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Tribal Shield-Cue Zone (Field Technique-2) 3. Stand with spine comfortably straight,
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2 Tribal ShieldCue Zones Activation) 3. Activate the personal 33 1/3-CW 11
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by Magnetic Repulsion Zones within the embodied Kathara Grid. The 3 embodied Kundalini
Currents
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importance. • Cue Zones & Merkaba Reversals: Cue zones are identified by the appearance

Merkaba Reversals: Cue zones are identified by the appearance or a fixed, sanding Merkaba

Tribal Shield-Cue Zone Activation (Field Technique-2). Christos Cue Sites have various
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this "Tension Zone" area of the body attempting to gain an image of

to the Tension Zone; the Chakra Number will give indication as to which dimensional

band the Tension Zone is emerging from. 4. Bring Pale Silver Maharata Current up

to the Tension Zone. Make a Pale Silver Maharata Ball in the center of

of the Tension Zone and with each INHALE, draw this energy quantity from the

from the Tension Zone into the Pale Silver Maharata Ball at the center of

from the Tension Zone into the Chakra, EXHALE FORCEFULLY, pushing the Maharata Ball
holding

of the Tension Zone (some dis-harmonic patterns require repeat of Steps 4-

9. Once Tension Zone is released, you can further investigate the cause of the

where the Tension Zone existed, at the Dimension Number (frequeny band) correspondng to
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Sites 6. Cue Zones & MKB Reversals 7. Communications Networks 8. Etheric Crop Circles
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Sites 6. Cue Zones & MKB Reversals 7. Communications Networks 8. Etheric Crop Circles
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AND THE BRIDGE ZONE PROJECT ARE SUCCESSFUL IN STABILIZING THE PLANETARY GRIDS
AND AVERTING
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Reserved Magnetic Repulsion Zones create separation between Harmonic Universes. 33
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as FREQUENCY MODULATION ZONES, creating a Bridge of 3-Dimensional Frequency through
which physical

from the middle-zone 15-Dimensional Time Matrix of Inner Earth. When the Star
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2017 "Bridge Zone Project" (re: Chapter-B) and its inherent Planetary Christos

which the Bridge Zone Project Time Continuum Shift, the Planetary Christos Realignment and
the
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Constant "Manifest Zone" forms at center of interface between 2 or more Harmonic
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Tribal Shield-Cue Zone (Field Technique-2: Tribal Shield-Cue Zone Activation), following

Tribal Shield-Cue Zone Activation), following which the procedures for the Sacred Salutations
Merkaba
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GA initiates Bridge Zone Project and begin Emerald Covenant peace treaty negotiations with
Fallen
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Reserved Magnetic Repulsion Zones create separation between Harmonic Universes. 245
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portals and Meajhe Zone sites begin open cycle. Begins Earth to Inner Earth Bridge

Inner Earth Bridge Zone and TransHarmonic Meajhe Time Cycle merger. 2002 July: RRTs
Bermuda
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2003 January: Meajhe Zone sites fully open, GA advance private contacts, continue amplifying
Trion/

Meajhe Field/Bridge Zone link/Planetary Maharic Seal. GA programs shift to prep of

DNA Activations/"Safe Zones"/ early 3-Day Particle Conversion Period. Rebel Omicron-
Drakonian Illuminati

lock Earth/ Bridge Zone, Guardians of the 12 Pillars link to Meajhe Time Cycle

Inner Earth Bridge Zone, GA activate Hall of Records Egypt, Mass Awakening/DNA 12-

30). "Meajhe Zones" in temporary 4.25-D magnetic field/ D-9 Quatra Phase

stable, "Trion Zones" in D-6 Hallah Phase Merkaba partial protection/less stable;

remains in Meajhe Zone-Quatra Phase Merkaba/Trion Zone-Hallah Phase Merkaba protective
BiPolar

Phase Merkaba/Trion Zone-Hallah Phase Merkaba protective BiPolar Suspension to 2012 when
final

separation of Meajhe Zone /Bridge Zone and Trion Zone /Phantom Matrix occurs.

Zone /Bridge Zone and Trion Zone /Phantom Matrix occurs. GA "Last

Zone and Trion Zone /Phantom Matrix occurs. GA "Last Call" for Illuminati

and Human Bridge Zone Emerald Covenant Amnesty/ Redemption Contracts. 2011: UIR
attempt OWO Invasion/

opportunity" as Meajhe Zone Quatra Phase Merkaba slows to complete Bridge Zone shift
starting

to complete Bridge Zone shift starting April-July 2011. "Wingmakers" Labyrinth Group tricked
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2017). Earth Meajhe Zones remain in 4.25-D Quatra Phase Merkaba final Bridge Zone

Merkaba final Bridge Zone merger. Trion Zones localized Earth Changes mark passage to
Phantom

Zone merger. Trion Zones localized Earth Changes mark passage to Phantom Matrix time line

Bi-polarized Meajhe Zones/Trion Zones in Trion/Meajhe Field Buffer Blanket suspension final

Meajhe Zones/Trion Zones in Trion/Meajhe Field Buffer Blanket suspension final time line
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Reserved Magnetic Repulsion Zones create separation between Harmonic Universes. 29
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Constant "Manifest Zone" forms at center of interface between 2 or more Harmonic
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by Magnetic REPULSION ZONES. The combined energy currents associated with each density
and shield
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Reserved Magnetic Repulsion Zones create separation between Harmonic 81
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as FREQUENCY MODULATION ZONES, creating a Bridge of 3-Dimensional Frequency through
which physical

from the middle-zone 15-Dimensional Time Matrix of Inner Earth. When the Star
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"NET Danger Zones" (like Earth since 25,500BC) to make a safe passage

on "Danger Zone" planets, helping to prevent The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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GA initiates Bridge Zone Project and begins Emerald Covenant peace treaty negotiations with
Fallen
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Walking Portal Safe Zone" that is capable of interfacing directly with the Universal Star
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2012. For Bridge Zone alignment and passage into the Universal Amoraea-Eckasha-A Flame,
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into the Bridge Zone time continuum to Reset the Cosmic Clock and Cosmic Divine
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ascending, stable BRIDGE ZONES to the Inner Ecka Universe. Areas with 30% • DBP

"BLACK HOLE ZONES". Areas of Earth"s Shields that have not already succumbed to

unstable "GREY ZONES", which the Planetary Tectonics, Climatic Patterns and populations will
progressively

an ascending Bridge Zone Shield and a descending Black Hole Zone Shield. The safest

descending Black Hole Zone Shield. The safest "Safe Zone" on Planet is WITHIN

safest "Safe Zone" on Planet is WITHIN YOUR OWN ACTIVATED AMORAEA FLAME BODY

"walking safe zone portal passage to Inner Ecka Earth and the Temple of
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The Bridge Zone Amoraea Arc Project, Wesedak Black Cube Matrix and Wormwood ,~.._...

Rights Reserved BRIDGE ZONE EMERGENCY INTERVENTIOr.l ACCELERATED SHIFT Aclivaling
the God-Worl~ Reuche

Aah The Bridge Zone Support Beams: will anchor through the God-world Gates &
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in the Bridge Zone Space-time cycles can rapidly commence. Individuals under full Metatronic
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transfer to Bridge Zone 500-1000 years future incarnate as Haialim-1 for Regenesis.

host to Bridge Zone incarnation at Haialim-2 2000 years in future following transition.

65% for Bridge Zone SG body ascension as "Way Shower". If not, self-

ascension to Bridge Zone incarnation as Haialeai-Eieyani after transition. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings
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ascension to Bridge Zone, Tara, Gaia, Aramatena and Inner Ecka time cycle, transmuting
body

others to Bridge Zone cycle. 4. Detect Flame Body Activation Level at Present: Observe
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to the Bridge Zone continuum during the May 27, 2003 Universal- Galactic- Planetary HE-
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dimensional frequency modulation zone that exists between Earth and her ami-particle
double. This

to the modulation zone of the Inner Earth. Both Cloister Family Melchizedeks and Templar-
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hole in Earth"s ozone layer represents a disruption within Earth"s D-3 Merkaba Field).
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a frequency modulation zone between Earth and its parallel-universe double, between D-3
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the magnetic repulsion zone that separates the D-1, D-2 and D-3

a Magnetic Repulsion Zone, or "void" between Harmonic Universes, which keeps the reality

These Magnetic Repulsion Zones are what you perceive as the seemingly endless vestiges of
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created the Bridge Zone Project, in order to protect Earth and the human populations

the Guardian"s Bridge Zone plan, but they are confident that humanity will be unable

make the Bridge Zone project a success. For this reason we of the Guardian
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Events THE BRIDGE ZONE PROJECT The Bridge Zone Time Continuum Shift 1211984 -present

PROJECT The Bridge Zone Time Continuum Shift 1211984 -present Before the Dracos-Zeta
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THE BRIDGE ZONE PROJECT could be primarily avoided in this case, but humanity

create the Bridge Zone Project. The basic idea behind the Bridge Zone project involved

behind the Bridge Zone project involved shifting Earth completely out of the HU-1

cycle to Bridge Zone D-3.5 cycle of the Inner Earth, between D-3

in the Bridge Zone D-3.5 time continuum, and under full Guardian protection, the



into the Bridge Zone with Earth, the populations would have to folly assemble their
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in the Bridge Zone. Following the shift to the Bridge Zone, Earth would leap

to the Bridge Zone, Earth would leap ahead 2213 years by skipping the second

within the Bridge Zone cycle. After completing 1106.5 years in the Bridge Zone, Earth

in the Bridge Zone, Earth would leap ahead another 1106.5 years by skipping the

below the Bridge Zone frequency bands in which the Earth was positioned, and thus

into the Bridge Zone time continuum. If the Guardians were going to force an

into the Bridge Zone time continuum cycle during the 2017 half-cycle point, the

be permanent. BRIDGE ZONE MECHANICS The idea of shifting a planetary body from one
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of the Bridge Zone, we would like to share with you a little secret
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of the Bridge Zone Project. We need you to take responsibility for consciously building

to the Bridge Zone. 152
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PLANETS The Bridge Zone, Shift to Agartha, Ascending and Descending Planets The speed of

In the Bridge Zone Project we are going to shift Earth entirely out of

of the Bridge Zone, that consciousness must have a minimum of 4.5-accretion, which

In the Bridge Zone time continuum, the Earth"s accretion level will be raised from

entering the Bridge Zone by 2012, most of the human populations must be able

into the Bridge Zone Time continuum. In terms of a planet shifting into another
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cycle. The Bridge Zone Project will accelerate this process; the two phases of Earth"s
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bands. The Bridge Zone Project will allow the primary particle base of Earth to

within the Bridge Zone time continuum, at the point Earth would normally begin to

For the Bridge Zone project to succeed, this acceleration must be intense enough to

into the Bridge Zone Cycle. In this case the Frequency Fence transmissions of the
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a frequency modulation zone between Earth and Earth"s double in the parallel universe.
Agartha
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represents a Repulsion Zone and the frequency fields of D-4 through 15 that

beyond this Repulsion Zone. From the fourth-dimensional perspective, there appears to be a

the natural Repulsion Zone between D-3 and D-4 creates the illusion of

space. This Repulsion Zone is created by the 45° shift of angular rotation of
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five primary Repulsion Zones within the IS-dimensional universe, which create the illusion of

and the Bridge Zone Project goes into operation. We have said that Earth"s accretion

During the Bridge Zone transition, when Earth"s atmosphere is shifted from 2.5 accretion to
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In the Bridge Zone Project, Earth"s morphogenetic content will peak at accretion level 4

In the Bridge Zone, Earth will undergo the 45o shift of angular rotation of

into the Bridge Zone. The particles that do not shift will create a Phantom

to the Bridge Zone, the portions of Earth"s particles that do not make the

The entire Bridge Zone Project was designed to keep Earth"s pri- 159
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Through the Bridge Zone Project the severity of this future can be lessened. If

If the Bridge Zone Project is successful, the D-4 time continuum, in which

open to Bridge Zone humans, as they will be cut off from the Sphere

in the Bridge Zone. They will follow a different course of evolution on Descending

severed. The Bridge Zone Project is an absolute necessity to ensure the survival of

to the Bridge Zone in 2017, and thus no one will fall under Dracos-

to the Bridge Zone continuum, the Halls of Amenti will not fully open and
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If the Bridge Zone Project is not successful, most of the human populations will

If the Bridge Zone Project fails, Earth will meet its untimely demise in 2946

making the Bridge Zone Project a success. Your future is in your hands, and

of the Bridge Zone Project serves to illustrate some of the operations of multidimensional

of the Bridge Zone Project, it can be viewed as the vessel through which
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in the Bridge Zone time track, the fifth DNA strand assembly will be made

If the Bridge Zone Project is successful, the Earth that will return to the
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understand. The Bridge Zone Project will remain operable regardless of the choices of the
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in the Bridge Zone and ascension time cycles. They will have the opportunity to
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If the Bridge Zone Project is not successful, Earth will remain in HU-1

by the Bridge Zone Project. 3. Time Track Three-the Bridge Zone-D-3.5

Three-the Bridge Zone-D-3.5 Time Cycle 2213-year Leap into the Future

into the Bridge Zone. Individuals having a 4.5-accretion level/assembly of the full

enter the Bridge Zone time continuum. We need a critical mass of people to

enter the Bridge Zone in 2012. The accretion level of Earth is being continually

of the Bridge Zone Project, and we are still on schedule for the opening

into the Bridge Zone began in 1997 as we infused Earth"s grid with UHF
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in the Bridge Zone continuum in 2017. As long as 8% of Earth"s populations

level, the Bridge Zone Project will be successful. In approaching the Bridge Zone time

approaching the Bridge Zone time track, humans will perceive a growing gap between the
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on the Bridge Zone path will begin to bond together in a global network

to the Bridge Zone will experience progressively more awareness of multidimensional reality,
personal purpose
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TIME The Bridge Zone populations will accelerate their ability to access guardian information,
and

and the Bridge Zone people will pull together to help each other through these

in the Bridge Zone will begin to see certain public organizations, businesses and institutions

of the Bridge Zone people will become aware that the Inner Earth portals have

on the Bridge Zone Earth, new islands will be discovered on Earth during this

and the Bridge Zone Earth will enter the D-4 time cycle between 2012-

grid of Bridge Zone Earth, and the spontaneous assembly of the fifth DNA strand

of the Bridge Zone time track. The two Earth"s will co-exist simultaneously within

In the Bridge Zone particle base, the angular rotation of particle spin will be
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of the Bridge Zone-Agartha time continuum in 2017. The angular rotation of particle

of the Bridge Zone-Agartha time continuum. When this separation transition completes in
2017,
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Group Two- Bridge Zone Perceptual Station The populations who shift into the Bridge Zone

into the Bridge Zone will experience more obvious phenomena of change as the two

in the Bridge Zone will be the sudden appearance of buildings, roads and other

shift. Earth"s Bridge Zone populations will find themselves in old familiar territories having the

of the Bridge Zone. During the height of the separation in 2017, the Bridge

2017, the Bridge Zone populations will also experience a three-day period of tension

to the Bridge Zone time continuum as The Path of the Night of the

entered the Bridge Zone time continuum. In the Bridge Zone, more open relations with

In the Bridge Zone, more open relations with Guardian Visitors will begin, and humanity

As the Bridge Zone Earth will receive the infusion of D-5 through D-

Galactic Core. Bridge Zone populations will be completely free from intruding ET Visitor
manipulation.
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of the Bridge Zone and Descending Earth time continua, then each version of Earth
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Was Granted. Bridge Zone Project Was Set In Motion. Guardians Began Keying Earth"s
Vortices.

set the Bridge Zone Project plan from 1984 in motion. Guardian groups began keying
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and the Bridge Zone Project, which were previously controlled by the Guardians" 11: 11
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for the Bridge Zone Project and the opening of the Halls of Amenti to
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1998, the Bridge Zone Project would not succeed. The Halls of Arnenti would not

for the Bridge Zone Project and opening the Halls of Amenti were bleak as
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entering the Bridge Zone, the opening of the Halls of Amenti and the opportunity



of the Bridge Zone project, and thus the ascension program, a minimum of 144,000
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will assist Bridge Zone Earth to balance frequency following the 2017 particle conversion
process.
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to the Bridge Zone and humanity"s opportunity for ascension will unfold as planned. 12.
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through the Bridge Zone time continuum shift. The dynamics by which these changes will
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and the Bridge Zone project will fail. The Halls of Amenti will not open,
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stop the Bridge Zone project, the opening of Amenti and the accelerated genetic evolution
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to the Bridge Zone Earth requires completion of the Blue Wave Infusion, activation of
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frequency on Bridge Zone Earth following the 2012-2017 ascension period. 16. January 1,
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for the Bridge Zone Project these activities could have stopped the opening of the

enter the Bridge Zone pulsation rhythm in 2012. Only the phantom Earth that returns
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into the Bridge Zone and D-3 Phantom Earth time cycles. On day one
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Shifts to Bridge Zone and Phantom Earth Returns to D-3 Time Cycle. Through

process the Bridge Zone comes into play. The base tone particles of Earth, that

into the Bridge Zone and magnetically sealed at the 3.5 accretion level. The Bridge

level. The Bridge Zone represents the natural time cycle of Inner Earth-Agartha. The
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SCHEDULE the Bridge Zone time continuum, instead of returning to the pulsation rhythm of

cycle. The Bridge Zone time continuum represents a 22I3-year leap forward in space-

Mechanics The Bridge Zone Earth jumps from its natural2.5 accretion level to the 3.5



cycle. The Bridge Zone continuum omits 22I3 years of the last half of the

within the Bridge Zone. A 22.SO reverse rotation of particle spin is used

into the Bridge Zone continuum. One full D-3 cycle of 4426 years represents

create the Bridge Zone shift, translates into a minus 1106.5 years. In raising the

enter the Bridge Zone, creating a minus 1106.5 years. In entering the Bridge Zone

entering the Bridge Zone continuum, Earth moves ahead 33I9.5 years, then back II 06.5
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as the Bridge Zone Earth takes its position 2213 years in the future at

to the Bridge Zone Earth. People with less DNA strand assembly, and an accretion

Open to Bridge Zone Populations and Ascensions to Tara Continue. The Transmitting Rhythm
of

into the Bridge Zone. 218
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on Tara, Bridge Zone Earth and Phantom Earth. Ascensions to Tara, through the Halls

within the Bridge Zone and the Halls of Amenti close to populations stationed on

slows on Bridge Zone Earth and the Hall of Records closes to Phantom Earth.

to the Bridge ZoneAgartha time continuum rhythm and the infusions ofD-5-D-7

in the Bridge Zone, who have not assembled and activated the fifth DNA strand,

process. On Bridge Zone Earth, the Halls of Amenti will close to the masses

unsealed within Bridge Zone Earth"s Morphogenetic Field, 219
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in the Bridge Zone who can assemble the fifth strand, but fifth strand assembly

in the Bridge Zone, as long as Earth"s grid stays aligned with the Alcyone

within the Bridge Zone-Inner Earth time cycle, 2213 years in the future and

in the Bridge Zone continuum. For populations remaining in the D-3 time cycle,

core of Bridge Zone Earth. Future ascension from the D-3 cycle will require
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into the Bridge Zone and if you have not assembled 4.5 strands of DNA,
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and the Bridge Zone Project was introduced, the book needed to be updated to

the upcoming Bridge Zone Project, the approaching time-continuum shift, Intruder ET
agendas (
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2017 "Bridge Zone Project" (see page 135) and its inherent Planetary Christos

which the Bridge Zone Project Time Continuum Shift, the Planetary Christos Realignment and
the
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of the Bridge Zone Project in 1983 (see "The Bridge Zone Project"

"The Bridge Zone Project" on page 135), the GA have been peacefully and
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called the Meajhe Zone.8 The Planetary Shields from the two other Time Matrices

so the Bridge Zone Time Continuum Shift can progressively proceed. This "three-way
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of the Meajhe Zone Time Matrix, can absorb much of the excessive frequency that
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be preliminary "zones of conquest" that the UIR will attempt to secure under
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AND THE BRIDGE ZONE PROJECT 1983-1992 Throughout this mess of interstellar chaos at

frequency "buffer zone" around Earth access points. The GA, Eieyani and Founders have
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created the Bridge Zone Project crisis-intervention plan (see page 135). Through tenets

of the Bridge Zone Project initiative, Amnesty Contracts were offered to any interstellar races
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two vital Bridge Zone Project crisis intervention initiatives. The most pressing intervention
needed was
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Initiative and Bridge Zone Project are successful, only a portion of Earth"s matter base

the GA Bridge Zone Project is not successful, and the VIR"s 2003 Dimensional Blend
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in the Bridge Zone Inner Earth Time Continuum that represents humanity"s victorious
future,24
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Progression II Bridge Zone page 422 9. Time Shift Continuum Progression III Voyagers Leap
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; create Bridge Zone Project 1011988: 1st Seal on Arc of Covenant opens, Sphere

to activate Bridge Zone Project intervention 1/1988: Sphere of Amenti returns to Earth.

Program & Bridge Zone Project rescue mission will occur ©2002 Ashayana Deane 416
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26/1998: Bridge Zone Project & Ascension Program resume. Morphogenetic Wave begins to
build.

passage to Bridge Zone & Phantom Earth separates from Earth to return to the

within the Bridge Zone time continuum . Energy infusions through Earth"s grid cease. Earth"s
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into the Bridge Zone. The D-6 souls will birth on Earth to seNe
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into the Bridge Zone continu\111 and the slower oscillating particles will separate from

evolution. The Bridge Zone Phantom Earth and V~ time tracks will each follow a
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Tara Bridge Merge Zone • 3.5 .. 291Lc. . .. #8 ._. DimensiOns

Earth & Brqje Zone Earth. E. Normally on day-3 of this period Earth

particles of Bridge Zone Eartti wiD be <iverted from the natllllll path &

Page:  423

-II. Bridge Zone At-A-Glance Blow-Up Chart Bridge Zone Earth will

Up Chart Bridge Zone Earth will follow an aHemate path created ttvough guaraan ma~

into the Bridge ZoneAgartha time continuum. The slowest pulsating particles will be INble to

complete and Bridge Zone and Phantom Ea_rth w_ill be_ ma_gneti_cally.

cycles. Route forBndge Zone~ .. 8 Day-3 2017 (personal 7549.~ IP Accretion

3~~--~~~~~~~~~~ agnetic Repulsion Zone ~~-----~3-~~--~---~~~--~~~~ I 6 averts
or;- [).3 • •

into the Bridge Zone lime conlinwm. 8. As Earth shifts to the Bridge Zone,

to the Bridge Zone, Phantom Earth rlpiciy descends into D-3 t 6 continuum.

Through this Bridge Zone Shift Earth will enter Agartha at the one-1-elf

in the Bridge Zone. F. Following its 1106.5 years in the Bridge Zone Earth

in the Bridge Zone Earth will reemerge at 4230 AD, Earth"s natural entry point

Through the Bridge Zone Project Earth mOYes ahead 2213 years, back 1106.5 years, then

years in Bridge Zone • ·1101.5 yura. ~ one-1-elf D-4
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to the Bridge Zone time continuum. The Arc of the Covenant is a time
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to the Bridge Zone, Tara or beyond. Each avatar is assigned to the realignment

within the Bridge Zone Earth. The success of the ascension program is dependent upon
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to the Bridge Zone, D-3 Earth will represent the Phantom particle base left

the Two MoonsBridge Zone Earth-Agartha-D-3.5 Time Cycle Bridging Humans - Earth"s

into the Bridge Zone-Agartha time continuum with Earth in 2017. The primary 3-

to the Bridge Zone. Transfer to the Bridge Zone represents a planetary acceleration of

to the Bridge Zone represents a planetary acceleration of time, through which Earth will
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of the Bridge Zone. • Bridging Humans will have the opportunity to become Voyagers

result of Bridge Zone Earth"s Stellar Activations. • Those who do not Voyage will

populations of Bridge Zone Earth may experience the visual phenomenon of the appearance
of

thus the Bridge Zone is known as the path of the Night of the

populations of Bridge Zone Earth and a new age of enlightenment will begin. •

• The Bridge Zone represents the fulfillment of a guardian initiated Earth rescue mission

be secured. Bridge Zone Earth is the second most desirable path and one that

to the Bridge Zone or Tara is Bodily 430
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Though the Bridge Zone Project is a new addition to the roster of events
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years. The Bridge Zone Project is made possible precisely because Earth is approaching the

for the Bridge Zone Project, Earth would once again be unable to fulfill the
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of the Bridge Zone and Taran ascension time cycles. Due to the Guardians" Bridge

the Guardians" Bridge Zone Project , the cataclysmic events originally associated with the "

particle bases, Bridge Zone Earth and Phantom Earth each will be "cleansed" of

of the Bridge Zone Earth will rise to face a new dawn of evolution
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to the Bridge Zone Earth and avoid becoming trapped in the D-3 time

into the Bridge Zone time continuum or ascend to Tara and beyond. (This
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upon the Bridge Zone or Ascension paths. The first Stellar Activation begins following an
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of the Bridge Zone Project, this opportunity and the challenges it will present are
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enter the Bridge Zone continuum. The outcome of this would have been planetary destruction

into the Bridge Zone time continuum, but you will not; you will find yourselves

core of Bridge Zone Earth. This condition can be avoided through conscious participation in
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of the Bridge Zone or Tara, for continued evolution. The process of Stellar Activations,
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into the Bridge Zone time continuum. The Stellar Activation process works the same way
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THE SILICATE MATRIX Zone with the majority of Earth"s particle base, the human body

cycles of Bridge Zone Earth or Tara. THE SILICATE AiATRIX The Crystal Seals, Seed
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shift to Bridge Zone Earth will not have this opportunity again, for the Stellar
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into the Bridge Zone or Taran time cycles. Each of the upcoming six Transmutative

into the Bridge Zone. Those who do not make the shift will end up
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. 5~ Bndge Zone. 5 ~Tara , Indigo Star actiVates after 5/512012)

Earth and Bndge Zone separation Ascensions to D-9 +) DNA strands will activate
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the "Arc Zone· (Divine B!ue Print-sealed hologramwithin-a-hologram),

(magnetic repulsion zone) between the Universal-Veta and Ecka systems. While residing
within

within the Arc Zone matter forms seem to "disappear"" from the manifest territories
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The Arc Zone "Half-step", Time Shift and the Bridge Zone Uke

and the Bridge Zone Uke the Golden Fleece Capsule, the "Arc Zone" is

the "Arc Zone" is also a SpherlcaJ-Standing-Scalar-Wave Trans· Harmonic

Flame. The Arc Zone was created by Emerald Covenant races to serve as a

Poinl The Arc Zone exists as a common Universal Shield Co-ordinate, higher in

Flames". The Arc Zone forms a simulated Azur·A point at a "

extends the Arc Zone, in the same manner, between the Ecka/ Eckasha, Eckasha! Eckasha-

of the Arc Zone to prevent Shield destruction and Black Hole fall. From the

the "Arc Zone·, a Shield can be mathematlcally-geometrieally re-calibrated

from the Arc Zone, such as the Earth Shield"s passage into the "Bridge

the "Bridge Zone" evolutionary cycle {Re: Voyagers Volume-2). The Arc Zone

2). The Arc Zone Is the entry-point portal passage to the Bridge Zone

to the Bridge Zone time continuum evolutionary cycle; it serves as a "Force-

freld-seafed Safe Zone" region within the original hologram of which Earth is a

Through the Arc Zone within the Arc of the Covenant passage, portions of the

the Covenant Arc Zone. The Shield of the Arc program exists as a set

to the Arc Zone and passage. The specialized (Keylon) "Codes of the
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IntO the Arc Zone to protect Earth"s atomic structure when the 0-12 Universal

Inner Earth Arc Zone during the SAC, the Arc of the Covenant passage would

within the Arc Zone whatever portions of the Universai-Veca Shield that could activate



of the Arc Zone, via Eieyani·lndigo Host Matrix. Shield portions (and

into the Arc Zone, would be spared the Solar Red Pulse "transmutation by

Into the Arc Zone protection field Is accomplished. Due to the inherently destructive powers
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the Covenant Arc Zone, In the event that the "Arc Auto-pilot" system

passage into Arc Zone safety. Portions of the Planetary Shields suspended within the Arc

within the Arc Zone hyper--dimensional fJeld would be held safely within a stable,

:step" frequency zone and time pulsation rhythm as the Planetary Shields rapidly climbed

Within the Arc Zone, all would be protected from the Solar Red Pulse that

the lower Arc Zone between the Veca and Ecka Universes at 0-11.5. Within

the lower Arc Zone, Earth and its populations would "ride out the frequency
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\ Zone, those wearing the "Shield of the Arc" would remain

within the Arc Zone 13fh..Pillar. From the Arc Zone, wearers of the "

From the Arc Zone, wearers of the "Golden Fleece• frequency are able to

within the Arc Zone. Only in the "worst case scenario" event of Black
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to enter Bridge Zone passage and Emerafd Covenant Cooperation agreements with Annunaki
races that
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for the Bridge Zone" into the Arc of the Covenant "Arc Zone• protection

Covenant "Arc Zone• protection field, during the coming "3-Day Particle Conversion
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the Covenant" Arc Zone· before planetary "Particle Conversion• and Wesedak-Wesedrak Black

Covenant "Arc Zone• safety field, for passage through the "3-0ay Particle

ascending "Bridge Zone" time continuum. The Arc Seal Release and Shield of the
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(Magnetic Repulsion Zones) that exist betw&en Hannonlc Universe Radial Bodies. Activation
of
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the "twilight zone", it is because in a certain way, your planet was

such a "zone of indecision". Until June 22, 2003, there were still many
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into the Bridge Zone, PCM Metatronic Wesedak-affiliated Anunnaki and Drakonian races would
fulfill

of the twilight zone" during the postHetharo period. Fortunately, this "zone of indecision"

Fortunately, this "zone of indecision" is now over, and the Planetary Shield and

The "Twilight Zone": "Hetharo Double Reuche-a Shift" and Bio-resonance Acljustment

Acljustment The "zone of indecision" within which Earth has been since fulfillment of

a literal "zone between space-time probability sub-harmonics" within the Hetharo-Hethalon
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the "twilight zone", as if the "old life" has somehow passed away

an experiential null zone" between "what was and what will be". These personal
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of the twilight zone" and back into "real time" again. The new 6th
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of the Bridge Zone Ascension Path and related Golden Fleece Host Matrix options, and

the "Twilight Zone" rebalancing period in the 12th probability sub-harmonic of the

month "twilight zone" rebalancing period that ends November 15, 2003. Following the 2003

subtle "twilight zone" rebalancing. The seventh Reuche-a Shift, from the 1st probability

their "twilight zone" rebalancing cycles, occur can help you to understand some of
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into the Bridge Zone via the Arc of the Covenant gates. Though the Christiac
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literally a buffer zone, Arc of the Covenant buffer zone, that expands into the

the Covenant buffer zone, that expands into the planetary body and the planetary atmosphere
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wormhole and the ozone hole. (Reading title of graph) Now, this is interesting.

talk about the ozone hole in Antarctica? Here"s A9, arc 9, which means the
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there is the ozone hole issue that has popped up here and there. Actually,

hole in the ozone is what this interface, right here, through Arc 9, is

hole in the ozone layer. There"s going to be more of them if things

that about the ozone hole. That was new stuff that came through. Here is
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that"s causing the ozone hole by its interface through the arc 9 gate on
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the Covenant buffer zone, and it prevents zero point merkaba reversal among other things.
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called the Bridge Zone. We"re moving up into the Bridge Zone time cycle. When

into the Bridge Zone time cycle. When the axis shifts, it"s not just our
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into The Bridge Zone in The universal flame body. One of The first things
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into The Bridge Zone frequency. The Bridge Zone is a time pulse, and time

frequency. The Bridge Zone is a time pulse, and time pulses direct The function

into The Bridge Zone. It"s also going to be accelerating in The metatronic part.
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into The Bridge Zone. You"re giving yourself a gift that down The road a
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into The Bridge Zone time pulse continuum. So, there is literally a separation oftime
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know The buffer zone holds us all together until then. You"re going to see

to The Bridge Zone. So, it takes you all The way up with The
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into The Bridge Zone time continuum in 20 12. (Reading from chart): Galactic

into The Bridge Zone continuum, which is a time continuum through which The planet

cycle. The Bridge Zone is a bridge zone between Density 1 and full Density

is a bridge zone between Density 1 and full Density 2, where The planet

on, The Bridge Zone path, The Christiac path, and this is how it"s done.
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to The Bridge Zone, and The Bridge Zone is going progressively into The ascension

and The Bridge Zone is going progressively into The ascension on The part of
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Magnetic· Repulsion Zones create separation between Harmonic Universes .
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. Magnetic Repulsion Zones create separaUon between · H~C Universes. and Hova Bodies,
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>< Magnetic Repulsion Zones .create separation between Hannonlc Universes.
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Mahadra-Adhrana buffer zone· (sometimes called the "Well of Dreams") of

the Covenanl buffer zone PKA Universe · 2/3 Wormhole Reduced Dens~y-1

ill Dreams buffer zone & "-#" aees LPIN; only lhe Emerald Seal was activated

Collenant buffer .zone prevented merging of llle natural remaining Merkaba Field Top spirals

of Dreams" buller zone, the Adhrana frequencies· holding off "Zero Point" by
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ne o ream bufferzone. · . r···-· Vlll .
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Currents. Magneth: Repulsion Zones create Sepa~fiOR between Harmonic Universes,
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Bridge Zone Bridge Zone Jan 2004 13 Publication Section Page CS-HB 5 16
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Creating a Cue Zone FG 9 Jan 2004 18
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Creating a Cue Zone LAL 1, Part 2 2 Creation Myths VV-1/B
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Aah - Bridge Zone DFLo-HB Sup 6 Eckasha-Aah Core God-World "
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Tribal Shield-Cue Zone Activation Field Technique- 28 Field Tribal Shield-Cue Zone Activation
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Track 3. Bridge Zone VV-2/B Chapter 9 176 Humanity"s Choice -The
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The "Bridge Zone Project," 2017 Time Continuum Shift PH-HB 4 18 The
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3 - Bridge Zone Earth VV-2/B Appendix 1 449 Time Vector MR-
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Mahal to Phoenix, Arizone ... where we will be doing most future work from.
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frequency "comfort zones" in order to grasp and especially sequence the K2-3
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Passage Polarian Host Zone, arriving at its "Ecka Zero Point" alignment in December
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the middle time zone, the Inner Earth lime zone which leads up to the

Inner Earth lime zone which leads up to the Shield of Aramatena area in
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of that Bridge Zone lime vect()( • we can U$4l those symbols. embed

When the meajhe zones open and you get an tnvttation, it means you"ll be

that middle time zone, out of the three, that Middle Earth Time Zone that

Middle Earth Time Zone that leads an the way up to the Shield of
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into the bridge zone time continuum to reset the cosmic clock and divine blueprint
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matter experience. Cue Zones Every one of us that becomes more healed brings in
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create a Cue Zone. Cue Zones are "safe zone" areas on the Planet

Cue Zone. Cue Zones are "safe zone" areas on the Planet protected from

are "safe zone" areas on the Planet protected from interdimensional interference. To create

create a Cue Zone you would: 1) Choose a location; 2) Activate a personal

of your Cue Zone by using the "Merkaba Spin" just after closing. A

closing. A Cue Zone will amplify the effects of energy healing applications. You can

interdimensional interference. Cue Zones are "keyed" to Earth"s Planetary Templar "Cue
Sites,"
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that space/time zone. It doesn"t have a right to come in and say,
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all the Renewal Zones are in and surrounding the Arc Gates, which we already

the Hub renewal zones using Resonance Copyright A"shayana & A"hzayana Deane, 2006. All
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to a renewal Zone at all to be of greatest assistance, but that it
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the Magnetic Repulsion Zones have? • Magnetic Repulsion Zones are what allow the 3-

• Magnetic Repulsion Zones are what allow the 3-dimensional Reality Fields to literally

a Magnetic Repulsion Zone, and then a larger sphere around the first one, with

The Magnetic Repulsion Zone in between the spheres acts like a barrier, bouncing energy
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Magnetic Repulsion Zones separate the levels of ourselves-our multidimensional selves-from
ourselves

here. (These Zones are depicted in our manual in oval form on the
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• Magnetic Repulsion Zones are what allow the 3-dimensional Reality Fields to literally

a Magnetic Repulsion Zone, and then a larger sphere around the first one, with

The Magnetic Repulsion Zone in between the spheres acts like a barrier, bouncing energy
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Magnetic Repulsion Zones separate the levels of ourselves-our multidimensional selves-from
ourselves

here. (These Zones are depicted in our manual in oval form on the
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allowing the repulsion zone around the separated Density Levels to de-polarize, allowing
Densities
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the Reverse Hibernation Zones that exist behind them) surrounding and within Earth"s many
planes
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and the Aurora Zones of Urtha. Our RaShaLAe Body will undergo an increasing degree

Temples and Aurora Zones. Urtha"s Adashi Temples (where the journeys will lead) will
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reversed-frequency Hibernation Zones and NETS (it"s a bit like a mine-field

to the Aurora Zone (a zone that will be like a blend of

Zone (a zone that will be like a blend of Earth and Urtha"s
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the Reverse Hibernation Zones surrounding Earth and the reverse "NET" fields that have

the four Aurora Zones that connect into specific areas on Earth and how the

vast, Aurora Safe Zone, 3-Dimensional Planetary Host Platform. Just prior to the final
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be an intermediary zone, where we can evolve fast, and adapt to the level

called the Aurora zone comes in. It is an in-between place. The in-
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rapidly make the ozone layer disappear, and it would cause mass destruction on this
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the intermediary Aurora zone between Earth and Urtha, but some of them will be
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of the Aurora Zone. The Aurora Zone ... when we talked about the Gyrodome

Zone. The Aurora Zone ... when we talked about the Gyrodome technology before, it

bit of these zones. There"s also other zones that can do that are not

There"s also other zones that can do that are not good ones. But the

But the Aurora Zone, once it is activated, and that has to do with
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is a bridge zone between your encryption of biology and Rashalae now, here, and

into a hibernation zones. There are zones up there that are not nice too,

zones. There are zones up there that are not nice too, that have to
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into the Aurora Zones. From this place, we are able to activate the Indigo

allow the Slider Zones to open. So, as we learn to begin the process

Once the Slide Zones open, certain things happen in the planetary Rashalae body, because

Once the Slider Zones are open, and certain fields come together, it creates an

is a safe zone, where you would find different people, and some people from
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walk through these zones, and turn up on the surface of Urtha, and have
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the middle Aurora Zones and up to Urtha. There are others who will be
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today, about hibernation zones. If we"re successful in getting Arc 7 and Spanner 7
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an in-between zone that will combine the matter bases of both places, that

slide into these zones once they"re activated and open, an opportunity to evolve further,

it"s a medium zone the aurora zones, and it has something to do with

zone the aurora zones, and it has something to do with aurora platforms, but
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are called hibernation zones. If you take this light field, for example, and force

would create a zone that was like a mirror image of this, that would

exists? In the Ozone layer! (Laughter) The stories have been fed to us

it"s about the ozone hibernation zone. Think about holes in the Ozone layer. Oh

the ozone hibernation zone. Think about holes in the Ozone layer. Oh dear, it

holes in the Ozone layer. Oh dear, it looks like Oz has a hole.

in that hibernation zone, which means there"s a hole in the frequency fence net
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are also hibernation zones there. But, for now, this is the natural structure when

didn"t have hibernation zones happenings from the reversals. We would literally have our
surface,

call the Gap Zone between the Van Aliens, and then there is the Van

below that. The Ozone layer is about half way, I believe, in that. These

would be the Ozone layer. So, from the Ozone down to halfway down into

So, from the Ozone down to halfway down into the upper mantle is where

literally, from the Ozone and going upward, we have a reversed spin area, and
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up through the Ozone layer. There is another Net layer that runs here from
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into a hibernation zone, or get entangled in the Net. That"s why we"ve waited

you through safe zones that are called Aurora platforms. There are Aurora platforms that

through the hibernation zones so you don"t get trapped in those areas when you



into the Aurora zones that are between here and Urtha. Now, I would like
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where the hibernation zones are and the split fields are. This is where you

to as Aurora zones. There are four Aurora zones that actually are bands. They

are four Aurora zones that actually are bands. They are not just little spots.

that are safe zones that help you leap from a natural zone through a

from a natural zone through a hibernation zone so you can land in the

through a hibernation zone so you can land in the Auroras. Eventually those Auroras

to have these zones open here, and create the fields, once the Gyro dome

the Aurora slide zone, the Aurora field, that will allow parts of this to

have the Aurora zone fields coming from the Aurora platforms once they fully activate.
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to the Aurora zones. Down here you have the etheric doorways. They would appear
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the hibernation reverse zones. It"s funny ... I found myself in one of those

and the hibernation zones because my cat had been pulled into one of the

of the hibernation zones and I needed to get her out. I didn"t know

with the hibernation zones. They are not pleasant. They look physical when you are

in a hibernation zone if you lost the quantum your bodies carry. Our bodies
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into the Aurora zones, after that"s all activated, after the Peru trip. Anyway, I

into a hibernation zone. You are only flashing past some of your own memory
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covered the Net zones. We are going to look more closely at those, at

mean? The hibernation zones are on the other sides of those Nets. (Oooooooooooohhhh)
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holding the hibernation zones, the cores were reclaimed, I believe on the 23 and
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with the hibernation zones, but I didn"t know where. Where did Atlantis and Lemuria

now, what hibernation zones they are connected to. The Illuminati races that I had

in the hibernation zones, that are called the Beli Mahatma groups. At a certain
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are in that zone. They are physical manifestations. They are in a D2 hibernation

a D2 hibernation zone. What we"re looking toward at this point, I"m not even
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as the Aurora zone, will allow for, even though we are upside down, it
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where the Aurora zones are. Right now, the Gyrodome isn"t activated yet. It means

means the Aurora zone isn"t fully opened yet. It means there are four platforms,

of the safe zones, the Aurora safe zones, but it is not a fully

the Aurora safe zones, but it is not a fully activated field yet that
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or the Aurora zone. When we"re looking at these layers, it helps just to

This is the Ozone layer, right around here, about halfway through. And we"ll find

things about the Ozone layer too. I"m wondering what all these activations that the

do to the Ozone layer, because the Ozone layer and the Van Allen Belts

layer, because the Ozone layer and the Van Allen Belts are actually formed from

wipe out the Ozone layer very very quickly, and without the Ozone layer, at

and without the Ozone layer, at this point, we"d all get poisoned from what
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Then the Gap Zone would be out here. When we look at the bigger
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once the hibernation zones had happened, to prevent Urtha from being raided by the

created the hibernation zones. Im sorry. I can love creeps too. Seriously, I don"t
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up to the ozone layer. It forms the ozone layer up there. Down here

It forms the ozone layer up there. Down here into the upper mantle it
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in the hibernation zones, which are much closer than D4, when they start heating
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bug in Kristic zones, actually. (Applause) We may have them in the Aurora

in the Aurora zones, because it takes part of this imprint and still carbon

that fully Kristic zones are fully silica based. They don"t have any carbon based

of the hibernation zones. I mean, what does live in a hibernation zone? That"s

in a hibernation zone? That"s a very good question. They tend to be the
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in a hibernation zone. So, we have part of our consciousness fields stuck there.

healing. These hibernation zones ... the part of ourselves that are stuck in them.

for the hibernation zones or related affiliated races. We"re going to be able to,
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there"s a gap zone between them, and every once in a while something funny

call the Gap Zone. The outer Van Allen Belt is here, and it spans

where the hibernation zones are. They are literally places that are put on opposite

live in those zones created that condition by creating the Nets. So, they are

while. The hibernation zones were created in 9562 BC. Before that, there were two

there were two zones that had started to be created. This is where we

called time warp zones created then, and that was before the hibernation zones were

before the hibernation zones were created. So, we"ll see a little bit of where
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into the Urtha zone, we will experience them as physical. Right now, we"re beginning

experience the Aurora zone ... almost like the basement. It would be like a

be an Aurora Zone. I"ll show you where that activates in a little bit.

once the Aurora Zone is activated, will be able to come into the Aurora

into the Aurora Zones, just like we will as our bodies activate a bit

into the slide zones. We will be able to at some point physically meet,
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slides into that zone, and then the rest just kind of slides out of

work, the slide zones and being able to slide is the first phase that
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level the Aurora Zones are coming in on. You can see there are these
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this reverse spin zone that is called a hibernation zone. The hibernation zones were



called a hibernation zone. The hibernation zones were created by creating the Nets, which

zone. The hibernation zones were created by creating the Nets, which form, literally, tubular

reversed spin hibernation zone, and we have the lower mental plane, that is what"s

allow for safe zones. If you start to project, you can jump the zones,

can jump the zones, so you can get up to the Adashi Temples without

reverse spin hibernation zones. The reverse spin hibernation zones, when you start to project,

reverse spin hibernation zones, when you start to project, if you astral project out

happens with hibernation zones a lot, and not just the mental one- that"s the

of the hibernation zone created by the D2 Net. But there"s another level, a

a physical hibernation zone. People experience from here ... if you"re stuck down here,

inadvertently adopted hibernation zone lovers, where they have experiences when they go to
sleep

from the hibernation zones. What you pick up in the part of your consciousness
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dealing with hibernation zone life and visitors. Not everything in the hibernation zones can

in the hibernation zones can come here either. A lot of it is visitors

systems. The hibernation zones are quite well structured. The whole thing can be found

creates a hibernation zone above it, and it creates a hibernation zone below it.

creates a hibernation zone below it. If this is Earth"s crust, this implies that

is a hibernation zone. So, there is one below our feet. There is one

would be the ozone layer. Normally, this would be our thermosphere here, and we

But where our ozone layer is is where that Net frequency stops, and it

up above the ozone layer, up to right before the inner Van Allen Radiation

and the hibernation zones. You can tell the mileage on these things. We just

the Dl hibernation zone upper and Dl hibernation zone lower. Which means, it"s in

and Dl hibernation zone lower. Which means, it"s in our D2 light field, but
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past the hibernation zones so you don"t get stuck there, whether you"re going with

the upper hibernation zone. That would be physical. Below this Net there is another

D2 lower hibernation zone, which would also be physical. So, you are talking about

for the hibernation zones. The upper D2 hibernation zone is in the gap between

upper D2 hibernation zone is in the gap between Van Allen 1 and Van
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all of these zones. What"s really funny is we found out who and what



These are safe zones. You have Aurora 4, Aurora 3, Aurora 2 and Aurora

the Aurora slide zone, that will allow for Kristic passage. It will allow things

become a habitation zone. The Aurora Zone is going to become the next place

zone. The Aurora Zone is going to become the next place where the Kristic

in the Aurora Zone. The Aurora Zone will still be here during and after

Zone. The Aurora Zone will still be here during and after Starfire, 2047-2051.

of the Aurora Zone, this Earth body won"t fall apart during that period. The

be the Aurora Zone, which has part of the imprint and template of Urtha,

meantime, the Aurora Zone, which is part of the Gyrodome plan (because the

for this Kristic zone to be created on this planet), that Kristic zone will

planet), that Kristic zone will have a link to the evac of the A
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hold the Aurora Zone. The Aurora Zone will create a three dimensional reality system

Zone. The Aurora Zone will create a three dimensional reality system that is based
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we have Aurora Zones. Unfortunately we have the hibernation zones because of the Nets.

have the hibernation zones because of the Nets. If we look down here, let"s

at the hibernation zones. These are hilarious. The names. I mean, it"s like the

out of these zones. I swear. D1 hibernation zones. They are the etheric atomic.

swear. D1 hibernation zones. They are the etheric atomic. They would look kind of

part of the ozone layer - we"ve got Oz. Like the Wizard of Oz

do with the ozone hibernation zone, and there"s also the etheric Shasta here, that

the ozone hibernation zone, and there"s also the etheric Shasta here, that connects them

lower D1 hibernation zone, subterranean Agartha, false Inner Earth, in other words. It"s not

more of these zones. If you went to some of the oriental cultures, they

on in these zones. Sometimes they told us their history, to us down here,

have D2 hibernation zones. These are the physical ones. They are made of telluric

lower D2 hibernation zone. They are physical. They still exist. This is where a
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in the hibernation zone outer half of the inner Van Allen Belt. These places

from. D3 hibernation zones. These are physical but they are atmic physical. A different

here. D3 hibernation zones - we have a place called Telos, a place that

lower D3 hibernation zone. When we first came out with these, I wasn"t sure



However, the hibernation zones are made of the same type of combinations of atomic

on reverse hibernation zones. So Shamballa/False Eden is one of the things that
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from these hibernation zones. Literally, downstep like the Zetas, they shift their matter lines.

between the hibernation zones and our zone here. I guess from their perspective, we"re

zones and our zone here. I guess from their perspective, we"re a hibernation zone.

we"re a hibernation zone. We"re just hibernating from each other. When we start to

or the Slide Zones, we will change what our atoms are doing too by

are the hibernation zones, with a whole bunch of other names that will fit

have the Aurora zones, the Aurora platforms actually. They will be zones when they

They will be zones when they are fully activated together through the Aqualene Sun.
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Sun, these Aurora zones will open up as a full field that will create

with the hibernation zones, I"m not sure. They haven"t said, except for the fact

like fortifying the ozone layer, on this side of it, instead of from the

from the hibernation zone area, where we will be able to help buffer, not
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We"ve got Aurora zones. The A1 Aurora zones - it"s actually a combination ofD1

The A1 Aurora zones - it"s actually a combination ofD1 and D2, as we"ll

where the hibernation zone, the D1lower is. And it"s underneath that. These are the

us into these zones. Each turn we make is a mathematical coordinate in terms

Here is the ozone layer. This would have been our natural D2 Ra field.

D1 upper hibernation zone, and before you get into the inner Van Allen Belt
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and the Gap Zone. It"s not all the way fully into the Gap Zone;

into the Gap Zone; it"s just right in between those areas. Then we have

of that A4 zone, or the Aurora 4 zone, which would be where the

the Aurora 4 zone, which would be where the Urtha D2 Adashi Temples start.

cause the hibernation zones above and below. The D1 Derma-Net is the etheric

D 1 hibernation zones and Ozone layer. We are just getting where the cores

hibernation zones and Ozone layer. We are just getting where the cores are and
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ozone is, it"s in the upper stratosphere area, so that"s caused

caused by the ozone layer, the ozone layer is an unnatural layer, that creates

ozone layer, the ozone layer is an unnatural layer, that creates a biosphere that"s
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into the hibernation zones, as opposed to letting down the Nets. Great. That doesn"t
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and the hibernation zone races, many of which are not from these places at
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what"s in those zones, those Aurora 4 Zones. These are ocean cities on the

those Aurora 4 Zones. These are ocean cities on the top one. Some of

with these hibernation zones, that you do not want to stumble into. That"s where

have the hibernation zones. So, you can see on this, a lot clearer. ..

of the hibernation zones. That"s the D1 Net. There"s the D2 Net, see its

is a hibernation zone, that"s the D2 hibernation zone, lower. It"s a telluric atomic

the D2 hibernation zone, lower. It"s a telluric atomic physical. It"s in the inner
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These are Aurora zones. Here we are down here, this is our crust, right

D1 upper hibernation zone, etheric, and the D1 lower hibernation zone down below in

D1 lower hibernation zone down below in our beautiful crystal beds. There are those

this is our ozone layer and this is where we are. There are physical

are the Aurora zones that come off Page 128 of 151
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this is Aurora zone 1, Aurora zone 2- the cloud cities, Aurora zone 3-

zone 1, Aurora zone 2- the cloud cities, Aurora zone 3- the ocean cities,

cloud cities, Aurora zone 3- the ocean cities, the underwater cities, and the Aurora

has a hibernation zone, H Zone 3 upper running through it. I forget what

hibernation zone, H Zone 3 upper running through it. I forget what that zone"s

forget what that zone"s called. (referring to something else). The D3 hibernation zone

The D3 hibernation zone upper runs through here, but only partially. They have a

through this hibernation zone, and there"s a passageway through that Net, when they open

skip the hibernation zones. This would be here. You would go down from Earth,

also have cloud zones and they are not good ones. You don"t have to
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they have protective zones, that you can come up in whatever is the kind

in a secured zone. All of these plug into this, which is the AnshatAsa
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Aurora sphere or Zone. The next one up is the KAlon shield of D3.

caught in these zones if you do. And there are platforms. That was before

me into these zones. The one I remember most clearly was up here. They
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something about these zones. But what I had done was ride up here in

into these safe zones to get out of the current over there. So, this

there. So, this zone here ... because there is the D3 upper hibernation zone

D3 upper hibernation zone here, and this is one of the control zones. It"s

of the control zones. It"s one of the ones that controls magnetosphere. The magnetosophere

of the hibernation zone, where they could still keep a passage open up to

through here. These zones right now are separated by various fields, but they do

in the hibernation zones. If you ever find yourself where you feel like you"re

in the hibernation zones, but you won"t go there without someone actually ... you"re

yourself in those zones. Because there are people that have been snatched into those

snatched into those zones that don"t want to be there that are Kristic races,
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fall into those zones. But if you find yourself in the zones, it means

yourself in the zones, it means you"re in the zones because you are being

you"re in the zones because you are being trained to work them, and to

in the hibernation zones, and those in other places who are not, let"s say
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you have hibernation zones above and below. You have your D2 one, I believe,
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into the Aurora zone. We"d like to thank you for staying up with us.
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of the Hibernation Zones. We also learnt a little about our Mission the following

eTOR-A Aurora Zones. Activation of the AdOR-A side of the passages apparently
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of the Hibernation zones. 4
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by the Hibernation Zone FA "heavies" to whack the Indigo Shield and prevent
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l Aurora Slide zone After a GREAT sleep (the first long & solid

Aurora-l Slide Zone. After a leisurely morning doing some shopping and chatting around
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the reversed Hibernation Zones. Sad to leave this absolutely beautiful place and the
welcoming

of the Hibernation Zone transmissions including the negative thought programs that are
continuously being

from the Hibernation Zones. Controlling our own minds and taking responsibility for our
thought
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the Aurora Slide Zone Level-1 "ocean & surface" Aurora Slide Zone Density-

surface" Aurora Slide Zone Density-1 Radonic Biomes of Aquarius ("New Earth") Density-

Aquarius Aurora Slide Zone" , referred to as the "Path of the Krystar
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Aurora Gyrodome Slide Zone Field. 5. The Urtha-Earth Krystal Heart Passage Core Flame

moon, Aurora Slide Zone A-2 Cloud Cities (thermosphere) and Earth-Urtha Core

the "Hybernation Zone" Atlantian reversed-spin time-warps in Earth"s RashaLAe Body. The

to Aurora Slide Zone Density-1 , opens, opening the Gyrodome Density-1 gate

and Aurora Slide Zone Level-1 Aquarius "New Earth" Density-1 3-dimensional
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to Aurora Slide Zone Density-1 Aquarius New Earth, via Adashi-7 Temple "
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Merge, Aurora Slide Zone Level - 1 Opens. Core Domain Return Rei-Sha-Lah
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the Aurora Slide Zone Oensity-1 "Receiving Station", the Ascension Earth co-ordinate
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the Aurora Slide Zones, and New Ascension Earth, which the Easter & Peru Workshop
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field. Magnetic Repulsion Zones create separation between Harmonic Universes D-1 0, D-11,
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We have definite zones of separation between each of the Harmonic Universes. We exist
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a magnetic repulsion zone. This reacts similarly to when you put two magnets together

densities.9 Repulsion Zones If you take a look at Figure 4 (15-

a magnetic repulsion zone betwean each set of 3 dimensions. That is what allows

a magnetic repulsion zone where the energy from here bounces back instead of coming

The magnetic repulsion zone is actually what separates the levels of our inter-dimensional
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of Creation) Repulsion Zones If you take a look at Figure 4 (15-

a magnetic repulsion zone between each set of 3 dimensions. That is what allows
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a magnetic repulsion zone where the energy from here bounces back instead of coming

The magnetic repulsion zone is actually what separates the levels of our inter-dimensional
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shut down Slide Zone 1 and 2 (Glide Journeys to these areas still

to physical Slide Zone 3 called Aquafereion, which corresponds to Density 3 of New
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New Earth Slide Zone 3. This corresponds to fascinating new info on "Fetal

be "Slide Zone 3 able in case of an emergency. This means we

physically to Slide Zone 3 if the planet experiences sudden earth changes. Another very
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to the Hibernation Zones. 7. Hibernation Zones: These are reverse-spin light fields that

Zones. 7. Hibernation Zones: These are reverse-spin light fields that create reverse-particle-
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Sun. 5. Hibernation Zones are (a) reverse-spin light fields that create reverse-
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c) the Hibernation Zones are (d) All of the above 12. Prime Age
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in a Hibernation Zone. 2. Why has Earth been continually under attack ever since
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enter the Hibernation Zones. (d) They will appear as islands in the Ascension
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Why is our Ozone Layer not natural? • Our Ozone Layer is not natural

natural? • Our Ozone Layer is not natural because it comes from a reversed

called a Hibernation Zone. The NETs control the DNA as well. 3. Who are
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falling into Hibernation Zones. This particular route takes you safely over the Hibernation
Zones

over the Hibernation Zones and into the Aurora Platforms, and from there to the
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( 4 Safe Zones) are open, and that depends on which ofthe NaVA-Ho

Aurora Platfonn: Safe Zone Platform that steps over the Reversed Light Fields that are
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the Aurora Safe Zone (c) through the Halls of REisha-T A in

skin? (a) Ozone. (b) uv light. (c) Water. (d) White



ofthe Aurora Safe Zones (d) Codes ofthe Halls ofREisha-TA 8. The natural

(c) Aurora Zones (d) Shala-13 Core Gates 9. What is the
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ofthe Aurora Safe Zones in the AquA"elle Matrix. (b) The opening of the
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Fall the Hibernation Zones were formed by reversing the light field s; they were
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create the Hibernation Zones. It is what is holding the DNA mess. • This
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the Aurora Safe Zones? • These are platforms in Ascension Earth that we are
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something called Hibernation Zones. Hibernation Zones are reverse-spin light fields that
create reverse

Hibernation Zones. Hibernation Zones are reverse-spin light fields that create reverse particle
spin
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as the Hibernation Zones, and they are run by visitors and the visitors have

we have Hibernation Zones and other places that visitors have been here all along
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into a Hibernation Zone and that kind of thing "cause there are places

them as Hibernation Zones. So we will learn about these things; what potential we
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called the Bridge Zone Project, which was the time-shift back into its natural,

when the Bridge Zone timeshift, Bridge Zone Project, would be achieved. Our Education
Programs

Zone timeshift, Bridge Zone Project, would be achieved. Our Education Programs at the time;
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that space-time zone, just like the Fallen Angelics did. And, just like we
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into the Ascension Zones, or what is called the Ascension Earth. And portions of
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2004, the Bridge Zone Project was not capable, we lost it. We could not

hold the Bridge Zone Project. At that point, also, we had started in March,
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live in Hibernation Zones and we need to reclaim those parts of our self
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platforms called Aurora Zones or Safe Zones that run in between certain parts. [

Zones or Safe Zones that run in between certain parts. [03 C8 1:
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Here is our Ozone layer. Our Ozone layer is not natural-it comes from

Ozone layer. Our Ozone layer is not natural-it comes from a reversed light

called the Hibernation Zone. And they are created by the NETS and the NETS

called "safe zones" that run in between each ... see these would be
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are the Safe Zone Platforms that step over the reversed Light Fields that are
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Jesus Codes" Hibernation Zone coz when people try to astral project or any of

ensnared in Hibernation Zones. There is a small portion of your body that is

falling into Hibernation Zones particularly with the 151 journey, the Access Key Journey, it"s

into the Encryption Zones of those Hiber ... that takes you over the Hibernation

over the Hibernation Zones so you"re going into the Aurora Platforms. There is something
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the Ascension Earth Zone. Now Ascension Earth is part of what is called the
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are called Hibernation Zones, which are reversed spin portions of the geleziac layers that
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be the safe zones. The one that is a Density 1 platform is called
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upper Telos hibernation zone. We also have nasty zones that run through here that

also have nasty zones that run through here that are pieces of the natural

we have hibernation zones that are reversed spin matrices. One of those is connected

connected to the ozone layer. The ozone layer is actually formed by one and

ozone layer. The ozone layer is actually formed by one and the hibernation zones

and the hibernation zones are created by something called the NETS, the Nibiruian
Electrostatic

a reverse spin zone and hibernation zone. So that"s how they work. There are

zone and hibernation zone. So that"s how they work. There are three NETS, a



system of hibernation zones didn"t always exist. In fact, it"s one of the more

create the hibernation zones happened in 9562 BC, right before the 9558 BC final

into the hibernation zones. And one of the things, or characteristics you will find

physical D2 hibernation zone is Atlantis. It is still there. The Copyright A"shavana &
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called the Bridge Zone project, into a time shift, just a small time shift,
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of the safe zones, of the Aurora Zones, and they open what is referred

of the Aurora Zones, and they open what is referred to as the Sun

here"s where the ozone layer hangs. And the ozone layer is part of the

hangs. And the ozone layer is part of the NET-created hibernation zone fields.

NET-created hibernation zone fields. And, like the stories of the Wizard of Oz

where the Gap Zone and the Van Allen belts would be. Here is where
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in the hibernation zones that are right there in our atmosphere. They create our

They create our ozone layer. Thank you I You turned off our Coronasphere. I

to have an ozone layer to protect you from the light Copyright A"shavana &
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been a war zone all along. Our own history reflects it. But, it hasn"t
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are opening slide zones, and the slide zones are into Ascension Earth, and it

and the slide zones are into Ascension Earth, and it will be a place
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create the Hibernation Zones. Well, these are meant. .. what they do is they
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into the Hibernation Zones with them. They were going to do that in the
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roll the hibernation zones into us. Oh joy I Talk about massive ET invasions.

because the hibernation zones people weren"t winning, and they realized that it wasn"t
working,
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about, the safe zones that are run through these, where there are literally safe

are literally safe zone fields, where the ones in the Hibernation Zones can"t get

in the Hibernation Zones can"t get you, when you try to project anywhere. So

using these safe zone systems; they interface with the AquA"elle Matrix. Next one please.
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and the Hibernation Zone Races through the Luciferian Rebellion and Luciferian Conquest-it
was
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and create safe zones within the Hibernation Zones as well, because the portions that

within the Hibernation Zones as well, because the portions that we control. .. we

in the Hibernation Zones still ... we can actually give them escape places, where
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from WHY the ozone hole, global warming, ice-shelf melt, and related planetary events
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call them Hibernation Zones that have to do with the technology that was employed

are actually invisible zones that move through places that we know as 30. They

complex of hibernation zones when in 9562 BC there was a major raid launched

3 primary hibernation zones, well let"s say 2 now. The 3 primary ones were
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They are Hibernation Zones it is like when you put your computer asleep and

up the Hibernation Zones now. On January 8th the rip was opened from the
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in the Spanner-? zone, we are also in the Shala-13 zone. The MCEO

the Shala-13 zone. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO
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in the hibernation zones and wanted host out We still have E"sha, E"sha-NA

in the hibernation zones and she is still doing all right You would not
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is where the ozone layer is in the outer stratosphere about 25 miles up,

would have the ozone layer or whatever might be going on with the ozone

on with the ozone layer. When we go out from there we have the
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in these scratchy zones here are levels of what are called the bio-NETs.

up to the ozone layer. The ozone layer and down into the upper mantle,

ozone layer. The ozone layer and down into the upper mantle, and if I

other one, the ozone layer is actually holding the stuff in. No wonder they



course if the ozone layer isn"t there to to keep us all healthy and

right now the ozone layer is actually running stuff from this D-4 seal,

up to the ozone and it is encrypting the ozone with the polarized pattern,

is encrypting the ozone with the polarized pattern, the polarity pattern of the victim-
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thing about location zones. Where is Urtha in relation to Earth, etc so it
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is between the ozone layer and going down into the mantle. That one controls
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in the static zones that are down here, that are fragmented and you can"t
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up in the ozone layer, and down into the mantle. It is kind of

hole in the ozone layer. There is a hole in the ozone layer that

hole in the ozone layer that would imply that there is a hole in

holes in the ozone are going to become like, "kill the illegal substances"
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called the hibernation zones. I don"t know where they are yet either, but I
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with the hibernation zones. But there were these groups of ours that came down,
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where the hibernation zone is, it connects through one of the smaller time-rips
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is in the zone I think, you guys that are up in that zone

up in that zone so it must go north a bit And it goes
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reveals the hibernation zones and it also reveals the something I didn"t know where
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to its own zone and have its own life Try to feel now the
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are the NET zones. We have one NET zone somewhere in further This NET

have one NET zone somewhere in further This NET zone is the Derma-NET,

further This NET zone is the Derma-NET, that is the D-1 atomic

are called hibernation zones, where in those planes that were split, this part of

called a hibernation zone, this is where the stories of the Gods of Olympus
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D-2 hibernation zone. Beyond this, there is what is called the 2nd Aurora

from these hibernation zones, from raiding through the Aquifers, that are water systems that

the Aurora buffer zone, because they are literally buffers that keep these guys from

level of hibernation-zone-1. You go down here on the other side of

D-2 hibernation-zone-1. So there is the subterranean level of them, and

in this nasty zone. And we"ve got these. This is the false Inner Earth.

are the Aurora zone seals. If we go out further from our manifest reality

and where the zones are that you don"t want to go, when you start

call the gap-zone, between the inner and the outer Van Allen Belts. Technically

be either a zone where I guess properties of this one aren"t in the

aren"t in the zone, and then there is another Van Allen Radiation Belt that

it a gap-zone, our science does. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
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In this gap-zone, it would be from here to here, we have ...

up, right? This zone here, the gap zone, should technically be- according to what

here, the gap zone, should technically be- according to what our science is saying

where the gap-zone is or where they consider that, but then going out

in the gap-zone between the Van Allen Radiation Belts. When you come out

body no-fly zones in this area, and in this area. So here"s the

and these Aurora zones all pertain to blocking the hibernation zones so the "

blocking the hibernation zones so the "hibernation zone people" that have put the

the "hibernation zone people" that have put the shields of these areas and

of the gap-zone, where the second inner part of the outer Van Allen
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from the hibernation zones, they all have a shield template. And there are ...
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in the hibernation zones. We have this, which is the lower mental body and
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these are buffer zones that will protect us, that will plug us in to

called the hibernation zones and the raider races, and we will be able to

with these shadow zones, which are the hibernation zones. I went in after for

are the hibernation zones. I went in after for the cat, obviously, the first

plug into whatever zone, I think we are plugging into the Core zones right

into the Core zones right now through the Aurora level-1. But, we are
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in a hibernation zone. And they are waiting, they have been waiting since the

of the hibernation zones, and back into this level of the Aurora field The
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would be the zone that is inside of the frequency fence, the Derma fence
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are in hibernation zones. In other words, they are not friendly- they just pretend

stop the hibernation zones- the reversed zones from actually raiding here and then using

zones- the reversed zones from actually raiding here and then using here to raid

physical, subterranean hibernation zones. That is the area, they have been writing books for

of the hibernation zones. This would be the surface The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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of the hibernation zone. We are actually running in a band of frequency ...

through the hibernation zones to surround them, that is above and below. So we"ve

where the hibernation zone of Shamballah is, that is about 120 km up- where

enter the gap-zone between the Inner Van Allen and the Outer Van Allen

considered a gap-zone. And in that gap-zone you"ve got ... this would

in that gap-zone you"ve got ... this would be our normal, this whole

and create that zone. And it creates below it this one, which are the

are the hibernation zones the D-3 subterranean chambers. And above, they create the

create the hibernation zone, the mental D-3 surface- a place called Telos. People
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to the safe zone of the Aurora band. This must be where I was

where that frozen zone was. So this would mean ... this would be the
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cause. When these zones open and they start throwing scalar frequency, we"ve been in

in the Shamballah zone, which is a physical plane that is the split D-

here- the Shamballah zones and the Agartha zones. So we are getting hit from

and the Agartha zones. So we are getting hit from above and below. They

through these hibernation zones in our matrix. So, at this point this is why
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fields of hibernation zones in order that we may make our first journey and

something called safe zones. We"ll be moving past the reversed current, hibernation zones
that

reversed current, hibernation zones that are running the threshold spiral. So if you feel

the Aurora Safe Zones. There will be 4 platforms of perception of Aurora Safe

of Aurora Safe Zones that we will at various points, emerge upon in order

the threshold hibernation zones. So you will be very safe and protected in this
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Aurora 1 Safe Zone. That is in D-2 Earth"s Lower Mantle. As we

The Aurora Safe Zones are not able to be penetrated by races that are

Aurora 1 Safe Zone. From the Aurora 1 Safe Zone we are going to

Aurora 1 Safe Zone we are going to then move up again, float up

the Aurora Safe Zone platforms. If you feel tired or weary or fatigued, try

the Aurora Safe Zone 1-they are the 4 places that are safe for

Aurora 1 Safe Zone and going from Step 14 and we"re going to float

bypass certain hibernation zones, reversed current hibernation zones that are in these specific
areas

reversed current hibernation zones that are in these specific areas of Earth"s atmosphere.
The
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up through the ozone layer. [they breathe] And release. Now watch your RaShaLAe

up to the ozone layer, which is the outer stratosphere of D-2 Earth.

Aurora 2 Safe Zone, which is the D-3 Subterranean Cloud Cities that are

entered another safe zone-Aurora Safe Zone 2. Here we can stop again and

zone-Aurora Safe Zone 2. Here we can stop again and relax. [breathe]

Aurora 2 Safe Zone, subterranean cloud city, we"ll be in a location in a

these are hibernation zone reality fields So we just catapulted through all those and

the Aurora Safe Zone that exists above them, which corresponds with the D-3
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are reversed hibernation zones in the Van Allen gap. And we are going to

Aurora 3 Safe Zone. The Aurora 3 Safe Zone is located at Urtha D-

Aurora 3 Safe Zone is located at Urtha D-2 physical. It is an

Aurora 3 Safe Zone. And it is literally some place that is accessible in

at Aurora Safe Zone 3. Now we can take a breath. And here is

Aurora 3 Safe Zone Urtha underwater city of Aquafereion. And that is at the

fields reversed hibernation zones that are at the top of the D-2 Epi-

4 Winterland Safe Zone. This area looks like a The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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a lovely safe zone space. It exists directly above the reversed ice plate fields

of the hibernation zone and just beneath the Urtha D-2 Middle Mantle Adashi

in the Winterland zones of Aurora 4 Safe Zone. Stand there for a moment

Aurora 4 Safe Zone. Stand there for a moment and look around the first

4 Winterland Safe Zone. There are many places you can go from here. There

4 Winterland Safe Zone, we have two more steps. Step 21 We will move

frozen field hibernation zones, the ring-21evel of them, from 9562 BC. They are
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are called Hibernation Zones. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
MCEO
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history of Hibernation Zones because these are places that are controlled by the dark

in those Hibernation Zones as we are learning to project and go out. So

how those Hibernation Zones occurred and basically how to side-step them as we
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that"s when Hibernation Zones were created because there was a raid by a race
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with the Hibernation Zones and let"s say the invisible controllers on the planet that
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called the Hibernation Zones, which are the reverse-matrix grids that are running through

Page:  175



is called Hibernation Zones. You know how your computer can hibernate but it"s still

trapped in Hibernation Zones. So it was like an away team from Urtha coming

into these Hibernation Zones. There, they were used to create a hybrid race line

in the Hibernation Zones and they were created by raping the gene code of
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Umbi time rip zones have this way of whacking the astral and then using

the "Frozen Zones" where they could not be used. They could not be

from the Hibernation Zones when all of this came down, when the gates finally
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running the Hibernation Zones happy at all because they have been using these and

used the Hibernation Zones to do the Atlantian Flood scenario. This was orchestrated. What"s

in a Hibernation Zone and it is controlling the grids in our manifest reality
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controlling the Hibernation Zones now and this is why they have been getting so
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Zones and Ruta and Urta and that connecting into the E-
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in a hibernation zone. Well part of it is and part of it is
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is; where the ozone layer is going out further where the Van Allen radiation
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we have our ozone layer or the upper stratosphere starts. So we will see
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worry about the ozone layer keeping the sun from burning you out there because
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up to the ozone layer. We got a hole in our ozone layer ...

hole in our ozone layer ... we got a hole in our NET ...
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2 at the ozone layer. Because if this was where our D-2 surface

up was the ozone layer and that is where part of the NET is
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up to our ozone layer. That is the Derma-NET that is controlling what
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about the hibernation zones yet but they have to do with portions of the
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is a hibernation zone. Agartha is not a natural Inner Earth, it is a

is a hibernation zone on reversed spin. There are people who are being taken

in the hibernation zones which are the fallen ones who reversed the shields in

we have hibernations zones, we"ve got the D-2 Agartha hibernation zone that is

2 Agartha hibernation zone that is connected to the D-2 natural physical subterranean

We"ve got hibernation zone-the D-3 one would be connected to the cloud

in the hibernation zones. The 1st one down is Agartha, the next one-they

of the reversed zones where you see the dark pencilled-in areas, they are

are the reversed zones. These light ones in-between-our Aurora fields-which means

into these hibernation zones. This one is what they call the false Telos. Telos

in the hibernation zones. The Aurora-3 would be the D-31ayer. They call
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into the hibernation zones. So that is the beginning of the vertical maps, it
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in the hibernation zones that are in the reversed currents So it is fascinating
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in the hibernation zones. But they will release in a wave, literally a wave
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fields of hibernation zones in order that we may make our first journey and

something called safe zones. We"ll be moving past the reversed current, hibernation zones
that

reversed current, hibernation zones that are running the threshold spiral. So if you feel

the Aurora Safe Zones. There will be 4 platforms of perception of Aurora Safe

of Aurora Safe Zones that we will at various points, emerge upon in order

the threshold hibernation zones. So you will be very safe and protected in this
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Aurora 1 Safe Zone. That is in D-2 Earth"s Lower Mantle. As we
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The Aurora Safe Zones are not able to be penetrated by races that are

Aurora 1 Safe Zone. From the Aurora 1 Safe Zone we are going to

Aurora 1 Safe Zone we are going to then move up again, float up

the Aurora Safe Zone platforms. If you feel tired or weary or fatigued, try

the Aurora Safe Zone 1-they are the 4 places that are safe for

Aurora 1 Safe Zone and going from Step 14 and we"re going to float

bypass certain hibernation zones, reversed current hibernation zones that are in these specific
areas

reversed current hibernation zones that are in these specific areas of Earth"s atmosphere.
Step
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up through the ozone layer. [they breathe] And release. Now watch your RaShaLAe

up to the ozone layer, which is the outer stratosphere of D-2 Earth.

Aurora 2 Safe Zone, which is the D-3 Subterranean Cloud Cities that are

entered another safe zone-Aurora Safe Zone 2. Here we can stop again and

zone-Aurora Safe Zone 2. Here we can stop again and relax. [breathe]

Aurora 2 Safe Zone, Subterranean Cloud City, we"ll be in a location in a

these are hibernation zone reality fields So we just catapulted through all those and

the Aurora Safe Zone that exists above them, which corresponds with the D-3
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are reversed hibernation zones in the Van Allen Gap. And we are going to

Aurora 3 Safe Zone. The Aurora 3 Safe Zone is located at Urtha D-

Aurora 3 Safe Zone is located at Urtha D-2 Physical. It is an

Aurora 3 Safe Zone. And it is literally some place that is accessible in

at Aurora Safe Zone 3. Now we can take a breath. And here is

Aurora 3 Safe Zone Urtha underwater city of Aquafereion. And that is at the

fields reversed hibernation zones that are at the top of the D-2 Epi-

4 Winterland Safe Zone. This area looks like a The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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a lovely safe zone space. It exists directly above the reversed ice plate fields

of the hibernation zone and just beneath the Urtha D-2 Middle Mantle Adashi

in the Winterland zones of Aurora 4 Safe Zone. Stand there for a moment



Aurora 4 Safe Zone. Stand there for a moment and look around the first

4 Winterland Safe Zone. There are many places you can go from here. There

4 Winterland Safe Zone, we have two more steps. Step 21 We will move

frozen field hibernation zones, the ring-21evel of them, from 9562 BC. They are
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are also safe zones will allow, they carry the shift, they probably do a

Page:  238

the mesosphere, stratosphere, ozone layer, all of those things are in here. Somewhere in

of the hibernation zones that are caused by partial reversal of the spin on

literal!, separate reality zones that are inhabited by fallen races or falling races that
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to the mezosphere, ozone layer-all of that stuff going outward to the thermosphere

Page:  243

reversed spin hibernation zones. These layers would pertain to going The MCEO Freedom
Teachings
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We have the gapzone between them where the misty cities would be or the

other hibernation fall zones in there. These guys are channeling all over the place

with these hibernation zones, so there was a reason that we didn"t have these

in the hibernation zones- of what does it mean to get baptized? They do
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period where these zones where actually put under reversal, part of them, through using

wouldn"t need an ozone layer to protect us from it because it would be
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band. In the ozone layer itself, that"s where Oz is. Isn"t that awful? I

good laugh, oh ozone layers right, ok great Let"s channel this guy the story

Somewhere Over the Ozone" That is literally a fragmented part of the stratosphere that

Oz" in the ozone, and right above that there is the Olympus hibernation zone

the Olympus hibernation zone where you get all your Gods of Olympus dudes hanging

in a hibernation zone, that is not fun because then they"ve got you and

in the hibernation zones that are up here ... What are called the frozen

trapped in hibernation zones sometimes for a long time. So that is why the



literally have safe zone platforms to side-step, sometimes right in-between two hibernation

between two hibernation zones. But you have to know where you are aiming for,
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and the hibernation zones. Then they"ll do another one and just give indication of

stratosphere is the ozone layer. And that"s where Oz is. We"ve got Oz up

got the reversal zones. So I think we"ve goL something else is down here.
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of the reversals zones, or the hibernation zones. So, we"ve been given the Aurora-

or the hibernation zones. So, we"ve been given the Aurora-2 platform is right

go through the ozone layer. We go up through what they call here, they

and Shamballah reversal zones, you"ve got the Aurora-2 platform and through these maps,

leap through the zones. You can get from Core through Aurora-1 and go

of the reversal zones. In fact they are the ones running most of the

within the safe zone. So there"s going to be that kind of play later,
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the higher frequency zones of Urtha surface, Urtha D-2 surface And it may
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avoid the hibernation zones whilst at the same time, bringing as much of yourself
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called a Hibernation Zone which you"ll find out about tomorrow Here we had the

in a Hibernation Zone. Atlantis and Lumeria still exist, but they are not under

talk about Hibernation Zones tomorrow when we talk about the vertical maps because you
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something called Hibernation Zones were formed here. This is what led to the disappearance

the full Hibernation Zones went into effect when Ruta and Urta, the Earth side

about the Hibernation Zones. That"s where that history started and this is where, when
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in the Hibernation Zones. And they went into a place that"s .... there"s a

with the Hibernation Zones. Their bodies ... when you see them, and in projections

of the Hibernation Zones and so their consciousness didn"t get assimilated into the
Hibernation

into the Hibernation Zones and absorbed where all sorts of very important coding would
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are like safe zones. There are four different safe zones that are called Aurora

four different safe zones that are called Aurora zones that between here and the

are called Aurora zones that between here and the Adashi temples, if you follow

pop past Hibernation Zones that could take you into a reversed current The first
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work the Hibernation Zones and who work some of the fall systems They can
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and that modulating zone that will help it align, like flash off, flash on,
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something called Hibernation Zones formed First, I wanted you to understand in simple
terms,
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but stratosphere, the ozone layer, troposphere that creates all the weather- so all the

Van Allen Gap Zone. This is the gap between the inner and the outer

got the Gap Zone instead. What we have here, running from the 02 Lla
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gaps-the Gap Zone-between the Van Aliens and goes partially down into the

runs with our ozone layer up here. Yeah. No wonder they"re so worried about

hole in the ozone layer. We"ve got a hole in the NET, right? Yeah.

holes in the ozone. Not that I"m suggesting it would be right now, because

mess, but the ozone layer is manifested not because it is a natural structure

we"ve got our ozone layer sealing us in halfway into our atmosphere. We don"t

zap our own ozone layers inside of ourselves, and get our minds, our emotions
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around the Gap Zone area of the Van Allen Belts, and part of which

We have Hibernation Zones here since in Seeding 3, since 9562 BC, when the

and the Hibernation Zones in it, there are so many stripes there you can"t

we have Oz- Ozone layer Oz, right? I mean, all of these things, these

in the Hibernation Zones that should be naturally part of our own radial body

from these Hibernation Zones. There is a race there that was during the 9562



in the Hibernation Zones. When they got trapped they did drop their bodies and

running the Hibernation Zones. The Hibernation Zones connect through to Shasta, to Telos,
to

Zones. The Hibernation Zones connect through to Shasta, to Telos, to Belletrix, and then
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activate the Hibernation Zones. And if that occurs, they will overpower the natural geleziac
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have the Gap Zone, and that is the number two Intra-NET, that"s the

about where the ozone layer is. It"s running the ozone layer. The outer band

It"s running the ozone layer. The outer band of the Derma-NET. That is
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that the Hibernations Zones are starting to open, and that"s dragging people all over

of the Hibernation Zones in the 9562 BC mess, where the Hibernations Zones were

where the Hibernations Zones were created. This is what we"re trying to overcome, in

from the Hibernation Zones, right through the mind control NETs, and they get all
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miles to the Ozone Upper Stratosphere. That"s the Derma-NET. The chemical NET goes

km "Gap Zone" to about 13,000 km. And that"s Van Allen outer electron

and the Hibernation Zones. So, we have the Ozone Layer and the Van Allen

we have the Ozone Layer and the Van Allen belts that are completely unnatural,
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in the Hibernation Zones. [next graph] I just wanted to show you one
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of the Hibernation Zones, it has been a very long time since the seals
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avoid what hibernation zone. This took hours just to get it where you could
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into the hibernation zones. What"s over there? That"s a pretty crystal temple." You can

I"m from these zones" cause once we publish this stuff, it"s out there. Once

in the hibernation zones. So, there are certain things, that once you meet these

interference from hibernation zones, where they are trying to take over the work, because



in the hibernation zones, which are the reversed zones that go with our natural

are the reversed zones that go with our natural geleziac structures They are the

resided in these zones, and they really do reside there, and they do play

because the hibernation zones will be going Wesedrak way when there"s a final separation.
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the non-smoking zone. It"s under frequency protection. So, when we start to bring
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with the hibernation zones, all you have to do is go, "Help I"
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in the Hibernation Zones. Oh they"ll float around in their white robes and they"ll
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into a Hibernation Zone. It will throw you right into maybe a visit down

set of safe zones that will take you ... that move through the planes
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of the hibernation zones and to keep you in the safe zones with the

in the safe zones with the Aurora fields We are going to start this
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into this anchoring zone. So what we are going to do to leave the
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happening in the Ozone layer? What is up there in the Van Allen radiation

There are Safe Zones that we can move through, we are learning to project

to travel Safe Zone routes to certain places that we"ll talk about The next
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at a meeting zone called the Adashi-7 Temple. So there is some interesting
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are called Hibernation Zones which are negative zones that don"t belong in there that

which are negative zones that don"t belong in there that are controlled by some

in the Hibernation Zones or get trapped by them. Using the technologies of the

they are Safe Zones that can get you through where you can actually glide

Page:  406



Az] Yeah Hibernation Zones are ways you can not go through Urtha Gates and
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to the Safe Zones, we"ll show you that early. The other classes, they always
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Here is the Ozone layer in our atmosphere. Here would be the top of

be the Gap Zone between the Inner and the Outer Van Allen Belt, then
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that are physical zones at different ARPS but some of them are good that

the Aurora Safe Zones that connect directly into Urtha"s body. Remember this would also
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and then our Ozone layer that is up over our head right. These spaces

is literally a zone that is running on proper frequency as far as Kristiac

manifest 3 dimensional zone between these spaces that connects directly into Urtha, Urtha"s
body.
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place called Hibernation Zones. If you imagine all of this represents- say this was

These are Hibernation Zones. There are various Hibernation Zones that are formed above and

are various Hibernation Zones that are formed above and below these NET"s and these

here is our Ozone layer, here is this NET. Oz is in the Ozone

is in the Ozone layer. Who do you think inspires writers to write these

to the Hibernation Zone Bands that are 3-D experiential places. Well some of

are in Hibernation Zones and what is going to be interesting is at some

and the Hibernation Zones are going to reveal. And if that was all done

in the Hibernation Zones have been trying to take over this Planet in order

are the Safe Zones so you don"t get dragged in to one of the

of the reversed zones when you are doing a glide or later a slide,
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Biome Field Safe Zone but when you are in there it looks like you

in the Hibernation Zones. Shala-13 has been the only gate that has held

here is the Ozone layer, here is- and this is where that band that

you have the Ozone layer that is caused by the NET. It is not

have the Hibernation Zone, the "Oz Zone" there and above that between the



the "Oz Zone" there and above that between the Oz Zone and the

between the Oz Zone and the next Hibernation Zone and the light field that

the next Hibernation Zone and the light field that is between those and we"ll

But between the Ozone layer and the Inner Van Allen is where you have

to, the Safe Zones and that stuff These also allow us to project there

of the Hibernation Zones and that has happened to a lot of people over

years. The Hibernation Zones were fully formed in 9,562 BC right before the final
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and the Hibernation Zone would actually be the first, that if you would just

to the Safe Zones, so we"ll actually be able to see this as the
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from the Hibernation Zones and the Hibernation Zone groups that we have mentioned work

and the Hibernation Zone groups that we have mentioned work with these people, they
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in the Safe Zones so you can get a clear line open. We can"t
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are the Safe Zone platforms and that is why, they"ve never taught projection like

in a Hibernation Zone because you have both reversed codes and natural Krist codes

once the Aurora Zones open. And they will literally be a field, a spherical

area-the Aurora Zone-and it will be a 3-dimensional physical system just
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into this other Zone that is part frequencies from here and part of the

house in Slider Zones or a version of your town and versions of people.

So the Aurora Zone is just forming with the activation of the Gyrodome. But

connect with Aurora Zone and leap you exits. We"ve had that happen a couple
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in a frequency zone that can modulate their reality field and ours together so
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from the Hibernation Zones that were trying to get people to go there for
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becoming a war zone for everyone. Now before the Thetans would be able to
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to enter certain zones of the Aurora Field. So it"s ... there is even
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now the Hibernation Zones. The Hibernation Zones weren"t fully created before but
something called

Zones. The Hibernation Zones weren"t fully created before but something called Time-Warps
were

became the Hibernation Zones which are literally taking the natural Light Body structures of
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affect their Hibernation Zones. Because later, when the Hibernation Zones became created up
in

when the Hibernation Zones became created up in this period, well they helped to

of the Hibernation Zones by taking the Time-Warps that Atlantis and Lemuria had
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into the Hibernation Zones. So this is just how this history with Hibernation Zones

history with Hibernation Zones evolved. We have 13,400 BC, after this period where Ruta-
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create the Hibernation Zones. So they took the Time-Warps that had been used,

Earth and create zones, 3-dimensional systems that split the natural RashaLAe Body structure
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And these Hibernation Zones exist There are also Aurora Fields that have to do

activation of Safe Zone Fields, like buffers in-between some of these bands, so

by a Hibernation Zone. So when we are projecting, the projection issues of Hibernation

issues of Hibernation Zones became a reality here-9,562 BC. And I believe 9,560

from the Hibernation Zones that they call in through anything from Satanic rituals to

with the Hibernation Zone people. And they have been. They create spawn for the

for the Hibernation Zone people. They engage in interactions with them and birth babies
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through these Safe Zones, the Aurora Zones, in order to get to the Adashi

Zones, the Aurora Zones, in order to get to the Adashi Temple and you
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far as Slide Zones opening. Not just Glide Zones but Slide Zones. Now, we"re



Not just Glide Zones but Slide Zones. Now, we"re going to do glides tonight

Zones but Slide Zones. Now, we"re going to do glides tonight and for Tribe
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the Aurora Slide Zones and having the biological ability to slide and I was
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1 Aurora Slide Zone fulfilling the Level-1 Aqualene Sun Activation of the Gyrodome.

1 Aurora Slide Zone fulfilling the Level-1 Aqualene Sun Activation of the Gyrodome
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Aurora- 1 Slide Zone during August 2008 Hethalon Period allows for the FirsL and

Aurora-1 Slide Zone meetings, PHYSICAL ENCOUNTERS with the Aquafereion and Bhendi
Aquari races

Aurora-1 Slide Zone slide training to begin and to begin in earnest Now,
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2 Aurora Slide Zone fulfilling Level-2 Aqualene Sun Activation of the Gyrodome and

Aurora-2 Slide Zone during August 2009 Hethalon period allows for, and again I

Aurora-2 Slide Zone physical meetings with Aquafereion and Bhendi Aquari races residing in
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just sort of zone out for 10 minutes and you come back and you
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Aurora-2 Slide Zone during August 2009 Hethalon period, I"ve read this already, I

Aurora-2 Slide Zone physical meetings with Aquafereion and Bhendi Aquari races residing in

Aurora-2 Slide Zone slide training to begin. Now, hidden at the bottom of

Aurora-3 Slide Zones begins potential for first physical sliders to visit Adashi-7
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like ... the Ozone Layer, the Van Allen Belts and that kind of stuff
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in from hibernation zones and from black hole systems So, it is this that

and the Aurora Zones are activated, the Aurora Fields will actually spin and allow

for in those zones ... the gates here ... there is an imprint of
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would have the Ozone layer, which is the upper Stratosphere. I believe all weather



of the SAFE ZONES that I am really excited about going there. This I
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that are hibernation zones and a few that you do that are the Aurora

are the Aurora Zones, alright? So, this is just showing you the beginning of

is the Gap Zone between the Van Allen Belts. This is still going out
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approach the Gap Zone, that is where you have the 03 natural Mental Plane.

alright... the Gap Zone. And then you have the Outer Van Allen Belt spanning
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it creates the Ozone layer that is not natural. It is created by the

fields From the Ozone layer out is on reverse spin and in that Stratosphere

have a Hibernation Zone, which is a reverse-spin-zone. There are 3 hibernation

a reverse-spin-zone. There are 3 hibernation zones. There are 3 NETs. There

are 3 hibernation zones. There are 3 NETs. There are 3 splits of the

how the hibernation zones were formed By using the BeaST and Threshold technologies
progressively
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between the Hibernation Zone fields And it is the Aurora Fields that will eventually

an Aurora Slide Zone, which literally is another whole 3-Dimensional holographic reality like

in the hibernation zones. This one, the 01 NET creates below it, righL remember

the lower hibernation zone, 01 hibernation zone. And here, running from the Ozone layer

zone, 01 hibernation zone. And here, running from the Ozone layer up to the

running from the Ozone layer up to the Thermosphere is the Upper 01 hibernation

Upper 01 hibernation zone. Alright. When we go for the second NET, we find
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lower D2 hibernation zone and an upper D2 hibernation zone. The lower D2 hibernation

upper D2 hibernation zone. The lower D2 hibernation zone is where Lumeria and Atlantis

lower D2 hibernation zone is where Lumeria and Atlantis and a few other places

D2 telluric hibernation zones. These are physical like we are, alright? These are physical

lower D3 hibernation Zone and an upper D3 hibernation zone above it. So, above

upper D3 hibernation zone above it. So, above and below the NETs, you end

up with Hibernation Zones. And this place is the upper hibernation zone D3 hibernation

the upper hibernation zone D3 hibernation zone, which is the atmic hibernation zone, right



zone D3 hibernation zone, which is the atmic hibernation zone, right at the outer

the atmic hibernation zone, right at the outer edges of the Outer Van Allen

of where hibernation zones are of where the NETs are that create them and
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from a hibernation zone that is really intent on harming you, or using you

from the hibernation zones. So you will get a clear ... you will have
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in the hibernation zones, but they have found some of these crystal banks in

with the hibernation zone people and the plans they have had for invading the
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up past hibernation zones that you can"t see and they can"t see you because

in the security zone of the An -Sha-T A-Sa Passage. So

be in the ozone layer. You move past those ... moving upward. You"re going
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progressively, as Slide Zones open, that life can become very magical once you know
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Aurora 2 Cloud Zones. So, it was very nice for those residents who know
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are called Hibernation Zones. We will explain what Hibernation Zones are, but to do

explain what Hibernation Zones are, but to do that the easiest way to do

are called Hibernation Zones. Once upon a time they were part of the natural
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called Aurora slide zones. Aurora slide zones, you"ll see more when we go through

zones. Aurora slide zones, you"ll see more when we go through tonight, when we

The Aurora slide zones, when fully activated, creates something called activation of the
Gyrodome,

activating the slide zones that will allow us to be able to learn to

in the Hibernation Zones that are part of here that we don"t see either,

allow the slide zone portals to open. So they are the first step to
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the Aurora slide zones would all form and then merge to form this ...

create a safe zone around this particular Earth, until the races here could be

Not a Hibernation Zone that"s on reverse spin that"s being controlled by the Fallen
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running the Hibernation Zones, primarily ones we refer to as the Knights of the

from the Hibernation Zones ... they are Fallen Angelic crews. Some of them were
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of the Hibernation Zone people, it"s been ... finally our mission has actually been
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lot of Hibernation Zone people who are not happy at all with the Indigo

into the Hibernation Zone matter planes, which we"ll see on the vertical maps. The
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is called Hibernation Zone 1, which is the 01 etheric Hibernation Zone. They are

01 etheric Hibernation Zone. They are called the Gates of Iron. The 02 Telluric

to the Hibernation Zones, the Atlantian and Lemurian Hibernation Zones of 02, which are

and Lemurian Hibernation Zones of 02, which are physical Hibernation Zones. The third one

are physical Hibernation Zones. The third one is called the Gates of Steel. That
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to the Hibernation Zones, and we are going to be learning as we clear

invaded by Hibernation Zone Fallen Angelics, and they hang around with them in their

what the slide zones are for That"s what Ascension Earth is for You got

currents, into that zone, some of them will be at various levels. The ones

Earth, Gyrodome slide zone field, which is the host Other people, depending on what
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you into Hibernation Zones. These are done specifically in a way that first you"re

already two slide zones open. To be able to use them biologically, we"ve got
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drawn into Hibernation Zones, not to be drawn into the fall cycle. It also

the new Earth zones. So, they will be able to follow Krystal Spiral ascension,

with the Hibernation Zone people who will try to take over this planet, what"s
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in the Hibernation Zones will try to stop that There are ones here that

find the Hibernation Zone people trying to fight them. This is long after we
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there are Hibernation Zones just sitting there waiting to suck you in. It"s a
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first the slide zones, which are the Aurora field between Earth and Urtha, the

We"re in a zone right now that ... we"re in a very toxic radiation

very toxic radiation zone because of the planetary grid messes, and because of the

activate the Aurora Zones between Earth and Urtha, in order to have a host
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into the Hibernation Zones, into reverse spin, which would force Earth into its Bardoah
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into the Aurora Zone, which is the frequency modulation zone between our Earth and

the frequency modulation zone between our Earth and Urtha. Next one, please Graph [
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into the Hibernation Zones, and I believe plugs into Bellatrix. So, what we"re moving

into the Hibernation Zones. We did have- and I might as well start this
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from a Hibernation Zone, they would be blasting reversed frequency. They"ve been hitting the

upset the Hibernation Zone people and their operatives on Earth that has to do
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into that intermediary zone, between Earth and Urtha, so we will be able to

into the Aurora Zone, can rebirth into an upgraded human form, that would have
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create the Hibernation Zones. That was such a compromise of the original promises they

in the Hibernation Zones, just waiting to fight them. So, that is the Angelic

into the slide zones, into the New Earth, Aurora fields, and kind of make

of the Hibernation Zones that they helped to create That"s something that ... there
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in the Hibernation Zones are still trying to run their little "Masters of
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ourselves into slide zones, so we can help others to get out that are
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So, the Aurora zone, or the New Earth field are the places where we
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shouldn"t need an Ozone layer. The Ozone layer is part of the Hibernation Zones

Ozone layer. The Ozone layer is part of the Hibernation Zones that we"ll talk

of the Hibernation Zones that we"ll talk about later when we come back from

magnetosphere, and our Ozone layer, and all those things, these are constructs that were
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that the Hibernation Zone people started, it"s 250 years, if it holds. Yeah. That"s

notice, to slide zone, to New Earth, and that is at least a saving

into the Hibernation Zones directly from Atlantis -let"s say there is a part

in the Hibernation Zone, which there is, because there is a part of every

of the Hibernation Zones. Sure, you can teach people how to open up their

in the Hibernation Zone, and how to burn off those cords that are coming
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the most safe zone that we can possibly be to do it, and we"re

reside in slide zone Earth. One more thing I want to show you here.
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this, the Hibernation Zone people, we"ve got the Thetans, we"ve got Bourgha. We"ve got

basically the Hibernation Zone crew of the order of the Golden Serpent that are
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called the Hibernation Zones. So, the structure isn"t just as simple as just 15.
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caught in Hibernation Zones, when you start projecting, and I think it will all
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the Aurora slide zone activated. It is the Ascension Earth. It is a field
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in the hibernation zones. So, what I wanted to do is just let you

to the middle zone-the New Earth that is forming. It is, literally, as
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running the hibernation zones and all of that In 9,562BC, during this great encasement

create the hibernation zones was they used these black hole technologies that were already
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lower D1 hibernation zone and an upper D1 hibernation zone. We have them on

upper D1 hibernation zone. We have them on D1, D2 and D3. These hibernation

D3. These hibernation zones used to be part of the natural holographic field of

in those hibernation zone fields Some of them are already embodied or been body

of the hibernation zones. Once those gates start to drop, you can go in



holes in their ozone that frequency still can come through that will allow them

in those hibernation zones would be part of you. It"s like being in the

new. The hibernation zones, it was like a jewel in their crown of anti-
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on the hibernation zones are hell bent on activating the Cadeucus network; and what

into the hibernation zones, which means pull these fields Activate the NETs, make them

have activated their zones and because of that we don"t have the full coding
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emerging, New Earth zone. We"ll see at the end, finally, we"ve goLyou will be

about the Aurora zones and all of those kinds of things, but I want

um, the Aurora zone that will be New Earth and Urtha. The MCEO Freedom
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Earth into this zone here that is being activated as the Gyrodome Field or
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here getting these zones open which are called the Slide Zones. Let"s look at

called the Slide Zones. Let"s look at this a little bit closer. I don"t
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to the Aurora Zone and all of that So this is how the maps
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into a hibernation zone. We want to look for the safe zones and they"re

for the safe zones and they"re called Aurora platforms. And with the activation of

up to the ozone layer, above the D1 NET. The D1 NET forms the

NET forms the ozone layer. Above that you have the hibernation zone, upper D1

have the hibernation zone, upper D1 hibernation zone. That"s where the Wizard of Oz

upper D1 hibernation zone. That"s where the Wizard of Oz stories come from and

are the hibernation zones down under here. As we go up further and look

Well, they"re hibernation zone places and they"ve been tricking people who know just a

into this hibernation zone stu If and being run by some very not nice

with the hibernation zones, people are going to start looking for religion real fast.
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from the hibernation zones want us to believe and it"s about time we stopped



where the gap zone is and where the outer belt is and out there

up in hibernation zones where we would have our mental body selves in the

by the NET zones and the NET zones run ... I think I have

and the NET zones run ... I think I have a clearer one than

into the Hibernation Zones. So, the D1 NET is an etheric NET that is

below this NET zone ... so the NET zone is showing in white, right

so the NET zone is showing in white, right This would be the crust

lower D1 Hibernation Zone. Above it, going up past the crust, this layer here,

NET is the ozone layer. And above that there is the D1 upper Hibernation

D1 upper Hibernation Zone. These would be etheric in nature because the D1 bands

We"re at the ozone layer. This would be the thermosphere here, this circle here
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the Aurora safe zone platforms that have to do with interfaces of Urtha"s body

create a safe zone field right in the same place running through them, running

through the Hibernation Zones but, at a different ARPS and a much faster BPR,

in the Hibernation Zones so that can"t be attacked and raided once they are

the Aurora 1 zone? Now if this was our crust here we"re going down,

the Aurora safe zones to bounce through the NETS so we can get up

to those Hibernation Zones we will have very rapid Pole Shift for apparently no

And the Hibernation Zone people don"t care at this point They don"t care who
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snared into Hibernation Zones and so you can break through the NETs. We have

Telluric lower Hibernation Zone and a 02 upper Hibernation Zone. The lower Hibernation Zone

02 upper Hibernation Zone. The lower Hibernation Zone has places in it like Atlantis

The lower Hibernation Zone has places in it like Atlantis and Lumeria. They were

of the Hibernation Zones in Atlantis. We are taking on the Atlantians because they

into the Hibernation Zones. It"s going to get really strange out in this world

in their Hibernation Zones because the only recourse, when they try to do that

means the Hibernation Zones will start to reverse spin. They will start to go

allow the Hibernation Zones to, once the NETs drop to just snap back and,

with the Hibernation Zones and that is not going to be allowed. So, the

of them, the Ozone hole. This isn"t being caused by fluorocarbons They don"t help

Page:  87



of the Hibernation Zone crews gave to the Earth Soul. That"s not our Earth

running into Hibernation Zones, we"re running into the outer NET fields as well and
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in the Hibernation Zones. That"s being controlled by this one and by the chemical

upper D3 Hibernation Zone and I think this one, somewhere I have it On

in those Hibernation Zones. And it doesn"t hurt them to do it, but unless

into the ascension zones. So this is the mess we"re working through to get

there. The Aurora zone will actually form in between here and here and it

reclaim the Hibernation Zone parts and turn them back around and put them back
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under the Hibernation Zones. I think ... l"m not going to get into these

and the Hibernation Zones were created by, in 9562BC when the raids, the Fallen

Aurora 1 Safe Zone. It"s the Aurora 1 Platform. It"s the subterranean Earth between

of the safe zone location that is the access point, the Ah"RU-NE"wa and

with the Aurora zones. We have here Aurora 2 Platform Now the Aurora 2

Earth, here"s our Ozone layer, here"s our thermosphere. It"s in Earth"s thermosphere so
when

the OZ Hibernation Zones. We start to see a bit of cities in the

from the Hibernation Zone Oz lands. So this one is called Ah-SA-LE"-

Aurora 3 Safe Zone which is in the Van Allen Gap, all right. That

like a meeting zone where they could create the Aquafereion hybrid races that were

upper Telos Hibernation Zone, so it"s above Telos. And this plugs right into the
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an Aurora Slide Zone. So you have one and two merge, when Ecousha 1

We have Slide Zone 1 open. The next one is for 2 and 3

the Second Slide Zone. You have Slide Zone 1, Slide Zone 2, Slide Zone

You have Slide Zone 1, Slide Zone 2, Slide Zone 3 is here. We

Zone 1, Slide Zone 2, Slide Zone 3 is here. We are going to

Zone 2, Slide Zone 3 is here. We are going to begin the process

a physical slide zone. It is a new Earth birthing right around the one
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around the Slide Zones because there"s all sorts of things that slide in through

forget which Hibernation Zone it is there, but OZ, the one that"s in relation
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connects into the Ozone Layer and moves through it so you can get into
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where the slide zones will be. So they"re very close. They"re not, ya know,
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open the Hibernation Zones, which if that were successful it would suck in every
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the Aurora Slide Zone and the relationship with New Ascension Earth and the coordination
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with the hibernation zones, which were the iron gates of the d-1 etheric,

level of hibernation zones and the d-3 gates of steel. By the end
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into a Hibernation Zone. And that"s the stuff they"ve been running We"ve never countered
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running the Hibernation Zones, have the image of the Procyones because they were part
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in the Hibernation Zones who would love for us to think so, so they"re

behalf, the Hibernation Zone people"s behalf, and we need to be careful of that

from the Hibernation Zones or from other life times where you got stuck in
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Mental Body Hibernation Zone interference where it"s very hard to tell what"s right from
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to the Hibernation Zone and find the part of our own consciousness that is
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the "slide zones" and then eventually there"s another set of these that go
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from the Hibernation Zones, hadn"t made the choice to activate the Cadeucus Network, we

into the Hibernation Zones. So thaLwhat they were going to do, what they were

into the Hibernation Zones, which would have been devastating. It would have just wiped



creating the buffer zone. So we"re still, the Beloveds are working with us on
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of the Hibernation Zones and all of those things. So we"re being given a
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of the Hibernation Zone people do. But a full Orb allows you to ...
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into the Hibernation Zones, we would never be able to bring these frequencies into
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the Atlantean Hibernation Zones, we may feel Physical symptoms with that Because,
particularly because

3 level Hibernation Zone, Cloud Cities. This is where their Gates show and we"re

5 and Hibernation Zone Reclamation Introduction [CO 13, Track 5] A"sha The MCEO
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to the Hibernation Zones. Where we can ... we"ll be going to one Hibernation

to one Hibernation Zone in particular and that is called Atlantis. It is the

d-21ower Hibernation Zone. We will be going there by a certain passage that
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Ascension Earth Slide Zones, so it can undergo healing so we don"t have to

5 and Hibernation Zone Reclamation [CO 14, Track 2] Azara The MCEO Freedom
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2 control Hibernation Zone. This link is an etheric tunnel that comes into the

the upper Hibernation Zone 1, known as "Oz" It is a hole in

the Oz Hibernation Zone and up into the d-2 lower Hibernation Zones of

2 lower Hibernation Zones of Atlantis and Lumeria, where those places still physically exist

in the Hibernation Zones and we will use the power of the LaVa that

to these Hibernation Zones, there is a particular set of gates They are called

Stream, through the ozone hole of the "Oz" Hibernation Zone, Etheric d-1

"Oz" Hibernation Zone, Etheric d-1 upper, and we"re going to move upward,

territories of Hibernation Zone 2. Our shield is settling now, and we are going
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of the Hibernation Zones. And now we"re going to literally take the fast way
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from the Hibernation Zones that we have in the Mana Krystal. You can take

from the Hibernation Zones cleared from its fields And now, we can come back
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of the Hibernation Zones and those kind of things. We"ll cover that again too

into the Hibernation Zones. The Cadeucus network was meant to do just that, to

inhabit the Hibernation Zones -that we"ll look at the structure of more later-

into the Hibernation Zones. If they were able to do that it would break
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rapid depletion of ozone, all of those kind of things, that they would give

from the Hibernation Zones -this is where we get into a Red Dragon

Paraclete --Hibernation Zone stuff right--and it just goes on as normal. But
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between the Hibernation Zone crews that we can"t see, and the Wesedrak Matrix that
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into the Hibernation Zones. And there has been something, there is something that happened

of the Hibernation Zones and they took over and activated the big, what we

into the Hibernation Zones. Well, the Green Dragons don"t want to go in the

in the Hibernation Zones because the Red Dragons are controlling them. So what the

shift, the Hibernation Zones are ... and they are going to get pulled into
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what the Slide Zones are for So at the moment we"ve again gone through

because the Hibernation Zone people were, they were not too happy about the fact
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off the Hibernation Zone people because they weren"t getting what they wanted and it

of the Hibernation Zone crew that are on the Green side and a few

pull the Hibernation Zones in here. It will create massive fast ET invasions. It
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the Aurora Slide Zone. The Aurora Slide Zone is an energy field that from

The Aurora Slide Zone is an energy field that from the beginning of the

Page:  183



Crust, here the Ozone layer. So this is where our reality field is taking

up to the Ozone layer. Now we go up into what"s called the Thermosphere,

the Aurora Slide Zone. The Slide Zone activates through a process of activating what

Zone. The Slide Zone activates through a process of activating what are called 4

up a Slide Zone. The first level of a Slide Zone, which is a

of a Slide Zone, which is a 3-dimensional reality field that has part

will open Slide Zone-2. And again it"s another 3-dimentional set, it"s like
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field of Slide Zone-1 that would be like the Density-1 Slide Zone

Density-1 Slide Zone and this would be the Density-2 Slide Zone, then

Density-2 Slide Zone, then the Density-3 Slide Zone ... So it would

Density-3 Slide Zone ... So it would give you 3 densities of Holographic

to a Modulation Zone, where it has a chance to turn on more of

be the Slide Zones, and we"re having a very rapid activation at this point

of the Slide Zones. When we referred to before the Gyrodome .. The Gyrodome
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a Frequency Modulation Zone to open from the Aurora Fields down into here where

over the Hibernation Zone issues and who is controlling the Big Ankh, and right

into the Hibernation Zones, which the Reds perceive as all of us assisting the

corresponded to the Ozone band and to where the Hibernation Zones are beginning to

where the Hibernation Zones are beginning to transmute And down here is our surface,
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in the Hibernation Zones if you don"t know how to calibrate them. So they

in the Slide Zones. So eventually they are going to teach us how to
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pulls the Hibernation Zones in here, which will spare us a lot of ET
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of the Hibernation Zones. It"s a mess. And again here is ours right, around

to the Hibernation Zones with activation of that. That"s what they were trying to
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are called Hibernation Zones- because of the Threshold grids and things that we"ve been
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enter the mediation zone of the Aurora field, that is not as high a
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are called Hibernation Zones. They are at an opposite angular rotation of particle spin,

created the Hibernation Zones oL this is where you have the D-2 one,

and Lower Hibernation Zone on each of the levels. On each level you have

D-1 Hibernation Zone- that would be an etheric Hibernation Zone. On the D-

an etheric Hibernation Zone. On the D-21evel, the level that we would perceive

and Lower Hibernation Zone. The lower Hibernation Zone is where Atlantis and Lemuria are.

The lower Hibernation Zone is where Atlantis and Lemuria are. They have physically been

step those Hibernation Zones, that is exactly where you go. They"ll show you all

into the hibernation zones. This is where the Zetas are hanging out, by the
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platforms, or Safe Zones, that are created through the Aurora field that was put

through the Hibernation Zones. The Hibernation Zones go above and below each of these.

Zones. The Hibernation Zones go above and below each of these. These three tube

all into Hibernation Zones. Up above and below a NET -that"s the D-

D-3 Hibernation Zone and below it the Lower D-3 Hibernation Zone. They

D-3 Hibernation Zone. They all have names. I forget which ones are which,

Oz in the Ozone layer, which is really sad. That"s one of these NETs

upper forms the Ozone layer. The Ozone layer is not natural. It"s a part

Ozone layer. The Ozone layer is not natural. It"s a part of the Hibernation

of the Hibernation Zone structure At the moment, yes, it"s blocking out solar rays,

form a Slide Zone-1, which itself will be a three dimensional system- the

one. Then Slide Zone-2 would be from Aurora-2 and 3 Platforms activating

merging together. Slide Zone-3 would be from Aurora-3 and Aurora-4 Platforms

or New Earth zone- you know the new heavens and new Earth stuff in

in the slide zone. That is what we mean by activating the Gyrodome field

with the slide zones.l just want to get them to where they see
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where the Hibernation Zones are, and NETs are, going all the way up to
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the Aurora slide zone sets So, we"re actually activating the Gyrodome very quickly. This



platforms and slide zones on the map. So, each span has one of these
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you into Hibernation Zones and things. Most of the orbs that visit this planet

from the Hibernation Zones. All right, they"re coming in from the reversed fields and
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and the slide zones, all of this is assisting to buffer the planet They
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and the Slide Zones. They"re giving them a place to step down TO, and

us through Slide Zones. They will probably come and do something here to help
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do in hibernation zones. It"s not like that at all. Going home to Source
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being able to zone out and go with it. You know, I can"t wait
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dealing with hibernation zone people- oh they love to play games and send us
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by the hibernation zones, and that are actually within the eyes, and also within
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the Aurora slide zones, that are that halfway modulation spot This is going to
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roll the hibernation zones into us, and I have no idea what that will

draw the hibernation zones into here, and cause messes on both sides, cataclysmic messes

sorts of slide zone opportunities opening up for people all over the place, so
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from the hibernation zones and from other systems, and just mowed people down with

where the slide zone is. But, they would actually be able to come in
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from the hibernation zone here, because what they"ve done is they"ve split the outer

Page:  308



have the hibernation zones of the split natural fields running We don"t have the

opens this slide zone area. In-between here, you would have the Ecousha 1

into the slide zones, and these are progressively being activated and it"s almost as

Aqualene sun slide zones. I"m not going into where is everybody, because this is
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creates a hibernation zone, and in the Net is the natural zone. So, what

is the natural zone. So, what is happening now with the large Ankh of

in the hibernation zones. Too bad it"s not mutual. But they will try to

lot of hibernation zone ones trying to send you out on that, so you

to the slide zones, so we can go back and forth between them, and

them into safe zones, slide zones. There is still a big mission here for

safe zones, slide zones. There is still a big mission here for us. I
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of the hibernation zones and their friends This was set up for a while.

depletion of the ozone " [laughing] What"s really sad is what the Green

roll the hibernation zones into here, which means it would very quickly deplete the

quickly deplete the ozone, or make the ozone layer go away, because the ozone

or make the ozone layer go away, because the ozone layer is being formed

away, because the ozone layer is being formed by the existence of the hibernation

of the hibernation zones. It would very quickly melt the polar ice caps I

roll the hibernation zones into here. That is what they did on 7-7-
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of the hibernation zones. So, thank you AI Gore, and the team of the

way the time zones work. So, if you started them there and then go
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of the hibernation zones, a progressive falling of the ozone layer- depletion- for no

falling of the ozone layer- depletion- for no apparent reason, and a very rapid
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into their hibernation zones. So, there is more that is going to evolve here.
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now called Slide Zones, Aurora Slide Zones that are part of what is called

Zones, Aurora Slide Zones that are part of what is called the New Earth



the Aurora Slide Zone Field that becomes the New Earth Ascension Field. And what

can enter Slide Zones, but that requires quantum building. It requires what"s called Thrust

into the Slide Zones that are part of the New Earth Ascension Field. Even
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call the Hibernation Zones, which are portions of our own Plane Structure in the
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go, like Hibernation Zones, because they"re telling you it"s good for you but they"re
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where a Slide Zone is, where the Slide Zone is in relation to where

where the Slide Zone is in relation to where we are right now, etc,
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Reverse Spin Hibernation Zones, like the place where Atlantis is, because Atlantis is still

wouldn"t have Hibernation Zones. They"re parts of the natural density planes that were
forced

And it creates zones that aren"t supposed to be there, that are invisible to

from the Hibernation Zones where the Elementals are actually twisted there, because of the
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a reversed Hibernation Zone, for example, in a Light Body Distortion Zone? There would

Light Body Distortion Zone? There would be twisted portions of its identity that could
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see what Hibernation Zones fields they are creating that shouldn"t be there, and that
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in the Hibernation Zones. But there is characteristics that go with each one of

two easiest Slide Zones to get to first You"d probably be taken down in
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New Earth Ascension Zones and some of them are reversed spin Hibernation Zones. That

reversed spin Hibernation Zones. That is where you"ve got Olympus and Atlantis and Oz

It"s in the Ozone Layer. Guess who told that story to the man who

phenomena like the Ozone Layer. We wouldn"t need an Ozone Layer if we had

wouldn"t need an Ozone Layer if we had our natural Coronosphere turned on, because

Page:  380



really, really accelerating zone between the August 12th workshop and FOL in January. And
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while "slide zones" still are open. Next one, please. [Graph] [Sat
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into the slide zones of Ascension Earth. And we would like to thank you.
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are called Slide Zones, will be able to undergo its natural evolution and ascension.

open the Slide Zones. The Slide Zones ... there"s four Slide Zones. The first

Zones. The Slide Zones ... there"s four Slide Zones. The first three are opened

there"s four Slide Zones. The first three are opened as of this time. That"s

field New Earth zone, and that will allow a shift, where it will align

about the Slide Zones, and the New Earth ascension field, that is where it
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Van Allen Gap Zone, which is a space between the inner Van Allen Belt

boundary is the Ozone layer, which is not natural. This artificial field and this

creates a reverse zone. We"re still held in the natural spin, but it creates

are called Hibernation Zones. So, the 02 Net creates an upper and lower 02

lower 02 Hibernation Zone. The 01 Net down in here creates an upper and

we have Hibernation Zones. This is where Atlantis disappeared to Because literally, when you

into these Hibernation Zones. These are the zones you want to this is what"s

These are the zones you want to this is what"s holding, again, more of
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of all, safe zones, where you can go through the natural structures that will

what these ascension zones that are created by the Aurora platforms do. The Hibernation

do. The Hibernation Zones have been trying to use certain technologies called the Caduceus

into the Hibernation Zones. To do that would create a three-day pole shift,

running the Hibernation Zones, tried to stop them on July 7 (2007). So,

to the Slide Zones faster There"s something else that that will do for ..
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by the Hibernation Zone people, which would have created the three-day pole shift

into the Hibernation Zones. So, we have been in the middle of a really,
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are the safe zones and these blend through what are called Ecousha platforms that

bringing the Slide Zones . they are already open, but opening them into our
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into these safe zones, and then as we build up frequency, we"ll be able
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the Aurora Slide Zones of the Ascension Earth, and then eventually some of us
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talk about slide zones and even when we talked early, way, way back about

about the Bridge Zone, that was a certain type of probability shift attempting to
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only keep slide zones open so people can progressively regenerate their Kristiac gene code
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which the Bridge Zone was supposed to make us be able to do, where

with the Bridge Zone was shift this way, a rotational shift through the gates
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in the slide zones. The slide zones are already there. They are part of

zones. The slide zones are already there. They are part of the encryption of

When the hibernation zones occurred in 9562 BC, with the shifting in the atmosphere

the ascension slide zones ... there"s going to be something noticeable that isn"t here
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the Ascension Earth zone, or the AquA"elle matrix, literally from here, and slide through
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Ascension Earth slide zones in the Aurora AquA"elle matrix" So .. I"ll just put

of the slide zones where we talked about the Aurora platforms, the vertical maps
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and the Hibernation Zones. So progressively we"ve been working to integrate and recalibrate
this
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into the Hibernations zones that we"ve spoken about in the vertical maps. And the



And the Hibernations zones were intended to pull us all into the F-gate
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... the Bridge Zone had something to do with like back -shifting us
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everything into Hibernation Zones and all of that didn"t work. And there"s like an

into the Hibernation Zones. Now, they are trying to do that. That doesn"t mean
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is in Hibernation Zones at the moment and Bruha Atlantis interfaces with Cuba, Haiti

real "safe zones" are, all right. But you will learn to understand them

difference between Hibernation Zone green or red dragon agenda and the white agenda,
which
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into the Aurora zones or whatever. Those gates are supposed to open now. But
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into the hibernation zones, with Atlantis and Lemuria that went a while back, which

into the hibernation zones under Red"s control, because they have been fighting with the
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the full safe zone maps. Of course we are. Because right now the biggest

where the safe zones were, to compare them to the other maps and those
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that shows safe zones, I"m sure that they will be one of the top

get the safe zone map out and show how that works. So, it shows
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about the hibernation zones in Atlantis, which is in hibernation zone 2, and that

is in hibernation zone 2, and that is the physical solid one. So Atlantis

in your time zone, the whole bit, if they pulled the shield, all of
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give us Red Zones. Zones that are likely ... you know ... because of
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and the hibernation zone people that we"ve talked about before, as far as the
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sucked into Hibernation Zones. This is the progression that began in 9562BC, right before

pulled into Hibernation Zones in the 9562BC period, when the certain other groups of

created the Hibernation Zones by reversing-putting the NETs in on Earth and reversing
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into the Hibernation Zones, which means the Rigel ian crews lost them actually. So

between the Hibernation Zone Fallen Angelic groups- and some of which, numerous which,
are
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than the Hibernation Zones people agenda was. They are working with some of them

in the Hibernation Zones. But they also have ... are not friendly, they are

into the Hibernation Zones. And if that happened, it would be an interesting thing
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Both the Hibernation Zone crew-which were not the Rigelians even though they have

with the Hibernation Zones. But the first ones that started to come out didn"t

on the Hibernation Zone maps-which are the ones that are being put out
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away from Hibernation Zones, and they tend to-1 don"t know if any of

from the Hibernation Zones, alright Now it gets interesting where we see the other

is a Hibernation Zone map, where the other is the Rigel ian land map,

into the Hibernation Zones, or they"re lands that fell and went deeper down into

the reversed Hibernation Zones. So if the Caduceus Rod, the artificial rod on the

is the Hibernation Zone map, what would be in the Hibernation Zones of Earth.

in the Hibernation Zones of Earth. You"ll also see-it"s really fascinating. You"ve got
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when the Hibernation Zone crew working with -well some of them, there are

in the Hibernation Zone crew. But in those groups of FAs, their intention was



of the Hibernation Zones after they roll in the Earth as we know it

maps in their zone that isn"t the Hibernation Zones. And the other one would

isn"t the Hibernation Zones. And the other one would have been slower. It would

into the Hibernation Zones, but at a hyper-accelerated rate to fulfill the Kill

were the Hibernation Zone maps. And it"s like, ooohhh, oh cool, I never thought
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that are Hibernation Zone. Because the ones that show California nice and tidy, and
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it"s a Hibernation Zone map so .. A"zah __ perhaps and this one ..

are the Hibernation Zone ones. These are the I AM people, OK, and they

definitely getting Hibernation Zone stuff, because you got part of the Mississippi stuff going,

it"s a Hibernation Zone map. If it has most of California still intact, it
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in the Hibernation Zone that we showed on the other map. It"s up around,
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introduced the Hibernation Zones-during that period they attacked the Rocky Point site. And
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our own safe zones, like zones that are definitely going on the Ascension Path.

safe zones, like zones that are definitely going on the Ascension Path. And to

going into Hibernation Zones. So we see which ones-because their maps would change
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was some Twilight Zone thing ages ago that has to do with a wall

about that Twilight Zone episode from a participant but I can"t make it out)
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into the Hibernation Zones. Next one, please. [graph 03537] We need to show
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where are safe zones. But at least we know what"s going to happen, when
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to that time zone actually, that you could directly link there if you could
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get the Safe Zone Maps done and that"s going to take a while. Plus
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have our Safe Zone Maps and I"m not sure how long that"s going to
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into the Hibernation Zones that we spoke about. But the Green Dragons got a

roll the Hibernation Zones into Earth, instead of Earth into the Hibernation Zones. Either

into the Hibernation Zones. Either way you"ve got rolling happening. You"ve either got
incoming

called the Safe Zone Maps. Now, Safe Zones, it helps to understand what a

Maps. Now, Safe Zones, it helps to understand what a Safe Zone is, first

what a Safe Zone is, first of all. As far as Earth in these

really a Safe Zone, I"m sorry. But it"s what the Caduceus Rod has the
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places called Subduction Zones where one plates starts to move under another-where the

be called Subduction Zones. And that"s where you tend to have quaking and tremoring

be a Subduction Zone. And, these are moving away from each other, there are

there are Subduction Zones over here, and you"ll see where these are and it"s
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showing the Subduction Zones pushing at each other, the Spreading Ridges pushing away
from
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creates the Hibernation Zones. They were only created in 9562 BC when they finally,
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of the Slide Zones. Those areas would have to open. Now, because they are

where the Safe Zones are going to appear, because of the other things that

into the Hibernation Zones, so that second third that was broken into two pieces-
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now controls Hibernation Zone but still interfaces directly here with our Earth where you
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mean the Slide Zones close. So, that"s one of the things we"re hoping to
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constitutes a Safe Zone, and what does not, because-do you go here? But
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have the Safe Zone Maps that will show the probabilities of what and when,
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where the safe zones are, and so we can let people know where you

in the Hibernation Zones and that would grab about an equal quantum of Median
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are those Safe Zone Maps, right? So, they"re in the process of that But
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in the Hibernation Zones. So it"s up to us, the Aquafereion Shield here as
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opening the Median Zone fontanels They"re also known as "The Fountains" because the
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the Red Hibernation Zones, which is what"s happening. So, at least we know we
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from the Hibernation Zones, for example, talking to you and saying "Hi, come

to the Hibernation Zone with them and not realizing it. You can get yourself

into a Hibernation Zone by accident But, anyway, they will train us in the
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Zones are. Right now we"re part of what"s called a blended

as the Hibernation Zones. And that chamber has to open too in order for

in the Hibernation Zones, they"ve just made big treaties with the Beloveds. Just get

between the Hibernation Zones and here in this NET Earth because the Omega Code

into the Hibernation Zones. We have to have enough power in our shield and
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maybe, the safe zone maps where it will be the safer places to be
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with the Hibernation Zones that we have spoken about So once we get done

and the Hibernation Zones of Caduceus Earth, which is the reversed spin part of

with the Hibernation Zones. So when we get to that point of finishing the
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and the Hibernation Zones. The next simple thing is ... and that had to

slide-to-ascension-zone. And we are going to do a journey at the
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WHY the "Ozone Hole," "Global Wanning," "Ice-Shelf Melt" and related
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reversed-spin Hybernation Zones on January 7, 2008, following the Omega Code PSG-7

into the hibernation zones is called Caduceus Earth. So, we are a blended system

on the hibernation zones. Now, what they are trying to do is force that

form the Hibernation Zones and that was called Caduceus Earth or Sextant Earth. And
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of the Hibernation Zones, it literally splits the quantum of the whatever that thing

in the Hibernation Zones. What is going to be interesting is that now, we

roll the Hibernation Zones into the Phantom Earth zones that are completely under the

the Phantom Earth zones that are completely under the control of the White Dragons

in the Hibernation Zone fields So, to be able to become free from that

reversed-spin Hybernation Zones on January 7, 2008, That was right after, like between

after the Hibernation Zones, and we would be rolling in next To begin an

have got Hibernation Zones that are part of our blended system ... wonderful ...
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Caduceus /H.Zone Earth as it fulfills a Hosted ORGANIC Bhardoah Transition, allowing

about the safe zone maps and things. The "Host-able" life-fields of

of the Hybernation Zones will return to NET Earth tonight Participants Huh? A"sha Tonight,

THE BHARDOAHING HYBERNATION ZONES returns tonight to our Net Earth. which sets us
free

of the hibernation zones, so we can progress into Ascension Stage-2 Biological Slide
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have allowed Hibernation Zone Earth to merge with us really fast and to pull
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is the Hibernation Zones on reverse spin, that are called Caduceus Earth and our
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into the Hibernation Zones, so they can roll the Hibernation Zones into the Phantom

roll the Hibernation Zones into the Phantom part that went-that fell completely into
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have some subduction zones, where you have plates pushing together, and one plate is

under in subduction zones. What these come down to is places where earthquakes and
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into the Hibernation Zones alignment. And now the Hibernation Zones ... well, they"re already

now the Hibernation Zones ... well, they"re already going into their unnatural Transfiguration
Bardoah
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reverse spin Hibernation Zones. This is what is meant by Blended Earth that it"s

into the Hibernation Zones, and that would open what"s called a sink hole in

into the Hibernation Zone reversed spin this way. Here"s St. Kitts again, down here.
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what the Safe Zone maps really are. Because the future maps that people have

be the Hibernation Zones maps, of what it would look like after they dragged

out real Safe Zone maps and explain why they"re safe compared to others. Because
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from the hibernation zones for any of the Krystic ones and the parts of

of Cad H-Zone Earth (Caduceus) releases, breaking the Cad part of Earth"s
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lost the Hibernation Zones to the Greens, probably thanks to the Greens handing the

the Median Earth Zone later, alright And they said the rest of your kidnapped,
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on the Hibernation Zones. We get that back. And ... let"s see. And we"ll
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Cad, the Hibernation Zones. And that vapor rides in with us and we bring

by the Hibernation Zones. Because for the Hibernation Zones to do Bhardoah Ascension they

for the Hibernation Zones to do Bhardoah Ascension they would have to reintegrate the
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0 F Safe Zone Slide Map 1 : ° 6 Median Earth ron 1ew
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in any time zone, in any dimensional system, there is always the eternal God-
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to AshaLA Slide Zones (also referred to as "Load-Out" Stations!) in

These future slide zones will become increasingly important to the Global Human/Indigo Team
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as the between zones. And they"ve been taking me to this place in some
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something called Hibernation Zones created, where portions of the natural Geleziac Radiation
Structure of

is in the Ozone Layer. I mean, this stuff was so-the stories we"ve

from the Hibernation Zones, who are working with the Black Hole Crews to take
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between the Hibernation Zones. So, you can actually jump the platforms, and we"ve been

Page:  61

you where Hibernation Zones are. Let me see, where"s Hibernation Zone ... H-Zone

see, where"s Hibernation Zone ... H-Zone 1, the D1 Lower Hibernation Zone is

Zone ... H-Zone 1, the D1 Lower Hibernation Zone is called Agartha, among

D1 Lower Hibernation Zone is called Agartha, among a few other things. Ever hear

Upper D1 H-Zone, and right in the middle is a NET. So, the

So, the H-Zones are actually formed, the Hibernation Zones that are on reverse

formed, the Hibernation Zones that are on reverse spin, are actually reality fields that

a Lower Hibernation Zone. So, this is the D1 Hibernation Zone. D1 is associated

the D1 Hibernation Zone. D1 is associated with Etheric energy, so it would be

The D2 Hibernation Zone, which is associated with Telluric Energy, which is what we

D2 Lower Hibernation Zone, this is where Atlantis and Lumeria, and a number of

when the Hibernation Zones were formed. And, then, right after that, in 9558 B.

we have H-Zone 3 Lower. It"s called Shambala, heh heh, yeah. We have

We have H-Zone 2 Upper, the one that goes with this is another

physical one. H-zone 2 Upper is Olympus. This is where we get the
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into the Hibernation Zones. That was what our guys got involved directly with stopping
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into the Hibernation Zones. That was what our guys got involved directly with stopping
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into the Hibernation Zone and the fall group. And the safe passages are ways
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create those Hibernation Zones on each level. So that"s just showing you some of
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there. No, the ozone layer is actually depleting because of the things that are

into the Hibernation Zones. And you"re probably not going to hear that on CNN
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did the Hibernation Zones, when the FAs did the Hibernation Zones, that all the

did the Hibernation Zones, that all the navigation was completely knocked out. There was

in the safe zone areas of the HUB Maps at least until we get-
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here, the time zones where it would be that day first, right, and brought
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Kill Code, subduction zones, spreading ridges and sink holes, the Soloman Shield (Shield

where "safe" zones are highly unlikely to be!) and we were advised that

that the Safe Zone Map was still in progress but that "safe zones"

that "safe zones" will only remain "safe" if we are on them
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Exercise, plus "Zone-Targeted" strength training, weights & stretching, that together provide
a

the "Grail Zone". With patience, practice and an attitude of gentle nurturing toward

the "Grail Zone" state can be achieved, while progressively improving the fitness and
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it. "Target-Zone" Strength Training, Weights & Stretching Strength training, weights &
stretching

4 Basic TARGET-ZONESBody-Regions-in-need-of-Support"- 1. The UPPER BODY: ARMS/

YOUR "comfort zone", by all means "do the gym thing". The "

the "Target-Zones" can receive the support they need "right at home"

gym equipment". For Zone-1 UPPER BODY, a series of diverse, muscle-group targeted

tone throughout the Zone-1 region. For Zone-2 MIDDLE BODY, a series of

1 region. For Zone-2 MIDDLE BODY, a series of diverse, muscle-group targeted

tone throughout the Zone-2 region. And for Zone-3-LOWER BODY, a series

region. And for Zone-3-LOWER BODY, a series of diverse, muscle-group targeted

tone throughout the Zone-3 region. For Zone-4 OVERALL FLEXIBILITY, a series of

3 region. For Zone-4 OVERALL FLEXIBILITY, a series of "stretches" and "

own "4-Zone Target-Zone program", or you can check out the diversified

4-Zone Target-Zone program", or you can check out the diversified exercise series

Sessions and "TargetZone-12:12 Sequence" Sessions. The schedules are designed to allow

the "Target-Zone-12:12 Sequence" Sessions are organized to best assist corresponding

2 "Target-Zone Sessions", which can be "done all together" OR as

your own" Target-Zone exercise series, or use the "12:12 Sequence" of
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2 "Target Zone" exercise sequences you will be working with in this session

session (4 Zones are: Upper, Middle, Lower, Overall). If you are creating your



own "4-Zone Target-Zone Program", Pre-select your chosen exercise sequence for

4-Zone Target-Zone Program", Pre-select your chosen exercise sequence for each of

4 "Target Zones", then choose the 2 you will work with in this

hour "Target-Zone" Session: Two ~-hour sessions featuring stretching+ strength training or

hour "Target-Zone" sessions can be done "back to back" for a

End each "TargetZone" Session with flexibility stretches corresponding to the "Zone". In

to the "Zone". In Target-Zone Sessions using arm or leg weights (

Zone". In Target-Zone Sessions using arm or leg weights (Upper Zone &

weights (Upper Zone & Lower Zone), start with lower weight and fewer reps,

Zone & Lower Zone), start with lower weight and fewer reps, increasing reps, then

after "Target-Zone" sessions, to assist the muscles in releasing lactic acid buildup,
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chosen "Target-Zone Session" exercises, and "Active-Meditation Regime", and should have

hour "Target-Zone" Session: Two ~-hour sessions featuring stretching+ strength training or

hour "Target-Zone" sessions can be done "back to back" for a

hour "Target-Zone" session into two ~-hour sessions done separately at different

each "Target-Zone" Session with flexibilitv stretches corresponding to the "Zone". In

to the "Zone". In Target-Zone Sessions using arm or leg weights (

Zone". In Target-Zone Sessions using arm or leg weights (Upper Zone &

weights (Upper Zone & Lower Zone), when you feel ready, increase the reps,

Zone & Lower Zone), when you feel ready, increase the reps, then the weight,

after "Target-Zone" sessions, to assist the muscles in releasing lactic acid buildup.

hour "Target Zone" Sessions AND the two~ -hour Cardio Sessions, into ONE
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new "safe-zone map" that came out during this Workshop. All the Sliders
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Median Earth safe-zone Cathedral Complex Ah-VE"-yas Shield, which is part of

the new safe-zone map that we received at this workshop. We learned why
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What are safe zone maps", and why are they important in helping us understand

a "Safe Zone". This process applies to a person or a plot of

a "safe zone". As the Earth goes into Cycles of change, there are

on. A safe zone is a "Slide Zone", a place where the local

a "Slide Zone", a place where the local grids contain what is called

Doors. A safe zone is a place with a local Ah-VE"-yas Shield,

a "Safe Zone" as well as where they are on the planet. We

lot more safe zones, as we progressively bring these grids into activation. The "

The "Safe Zone Maps" will change as more "Safe Zones" emerge. At

more "Safe Zones" emerge. At the end of the graph sequence, we ended
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RA"-yas are" Zone-targeted dynamic repetitive motions of expansion, contraction and
resistance", that

Earth Surface-Safe-Zone Central Contrd), with its "3 Sentinels" and numerous "

Page:  16

2 "Target Zone" exercise sequences you will be working with in this session

session (4 Zones are: Upper, Midde, Lower, Overall). If you are creating your

own "4-Zone Target-Zone Program", Pre-select your chosen exercise sequence for

4-Zone Target-Zone Program", Pre-select your chosen exercise sequence for each of

4 "Target Zones", then choose the 2 you will work with in this

hour "Target-Zone" Session: Two ~-hour sessions featuring stretching+ strength training or

hour "Target-Zone" sessions can be done "back to back" for a

each "Target-Zone" Session with flexibility stretches corresponding to the "Zone". In

to the "Zone". In Target-Zone Sessions using arm or leg weights (

Zone". In Target-Zone Sessions using arm or leg weights (Upper Zone &

weights (Upper Zone & Lower Zone), start with lower weight and fewer reps,

Zone & Lower Zone), start with lower weight and fewer reps, increasing reps, then

after "Target-Zone" sessions, to assist the muscles in releasing lactic acid buildup,
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chosen "Target-Zone Session" exercises, and "Active-Meditation Regime", and should have

hour "Target-Zone" Session: Two ~-hour sessions featuring stretching+ strength training or

hour "Target-Zone" sessions can be done "back to back" for a

1-hour "TargetZone" session into two Yz -hour sessions done separately at

each "Target-Zone" Session with flexibility stretches corresponding to the "Zone". In

to the "Zone". In Target-Zone Sessions using arm or leg weights (

Zone". In Target-Zone Sessions using arm or leg weights (Upper Zone &

weights (Upper Zone & Lower Zone). When you feel ready, increase the reps,



Zone & Lower Zone). When you feel ready, increase the reps, then the weight,

after "Target-Zone" sessions, to assist the muscles in releasing lactic acid buildup.

-hour Target Zone" Sessions AND the two Y:! -hour Cardia Sessions ,
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re-entering the zone of Love that will get less and less words and

Page:  32

the little gray zone is. Like with us, are we Impeccable? Yes, we are.

is a balancing zone, where balance is ok.1B We are still going to
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often do you zone out and al low your thoughts to zoom all over
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a free will zone one of the rules or base agreements is that participants
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10. Do not zone out. Be aware of your environment and of the places
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Conscious! Do not Zone Out.. ... Be Present! Practice Mindfulness." (Phoenix Aug 2006)

Aware when you zone out. 3. What are some of the ways we can
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on the Safe Zone maps, cloistering or clustering of groups of people and the
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Alive" with Slide Zones! Later in the wee hours of January 3rd, A" sha

Page:  3

a personalised Slide Zone to them. A"sha also said that our homing seeds may
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breach. GreenDragon Hibernation Zones begin fall into Phantom Earth/Wesedrak alignment,
under Red/White

Earth and Hibernation-Zone grids; the global "BeaST-NET communication-lines" and bio-

Dragon Atlantean Hibernation-Zone Gates for direct White Dragon 3-D Invasion & "

via Atlantean Hibernation Zone based allied Zeta Ships), intended for Oct/2008. The White/

Page:  3

Dragon-controlled Hibernation-Zone Gate-links through which the White/Red Dragons
intended Oct/

Page:  4

Dragon-falling Hibernation Zones, close Hibernation Zone Gate-links to Net-Earth, complete
opening

Zones, close Hibernation Zone Gate-links to Net-Earth, complete opening of Net-Earth

the Atlantean Hibernation Zone Gate-links through which they intended to launch their "

the Atlantean-Hibernation-Zone Gate-links to Net-Earth, the Krvstics succeeded in their

the Atlantean Hibernation Zone Gate-links, the White/Red Dragons next initiate their 2nd

Page:  5

the Atlantean Hibernation Zone "White Dragon Invasion-Gate-links" (Mission upgrade- 30
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year "Safe Zones/Slide Zones" link to Median-Earth and the "Load-

Safe Zones/Slide Zones" link to Median-Earth and the "Load-Out Evac"
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Earth"s "Safe Zones/Slide Zones" link to MedianEarth and the "Load-Out

Safe Zones/Slide Zones" link to MedianEarth and the "Load-Out Evac" Last
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Activation Initial Bridge Zone Project Mission "Original Amenti-Gate Opening Schedule" -1997-

1/2003 Meajhe Zone sites do not fully open, mission diverts from "Expedited

8/2003, Bridge Zone Project fails, Amenti Gates Phantom-fall, Parallel Earth Wesedrak-fall,
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2006 "H-Zones Go Red" as H-Zone Beli-Mahatma, Saxony & Paracletes

Red" as H-Zone Beli-Mahatma, Saxony & Paracletes break MCEO Amnesty Contracts Shasta/

& turn H-Zone grids over to Bourgha-Budhara, GA secure Alon-7 CO

from Atlantean Hibernation Zones. 1 0/27·28/2007 MUG-23 to "
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to close H-Zone Gate-links to prevent White/Red Dragon intended 10/2008

Caduceus-Earth/H-Zone Grids & NetEarth "Channels ". White Dragons make 1st

Dragon Atlantean H-Zone Gates for direct Zeta-ship Invasion of Net-Earth. Kryst-

to Green H-Zone Evacs., Atlantean H-Zone-Gates Close, Bhardoah Chambers Complete,
Tribes-

Evacs., Atlantean H-Zone-Gates Close, Bhardoah Chambers Complete, Tribes-12 assist GA-
Krystics

close Atlantean Hibernation-Zone Gates to block White Dragons" 10/2008 "Official Disclosure

from Atlantean H-Zone, is successfully blocked. AQF Shield Stage-2A KaiA"Krysta Cycle
Bharda
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into the Aurora Zones where certain areas have the ability to shift up part
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Aurora Platform Safe Zones Spanner l:iate 7 Slide Sites "Y~~i~~~""A

the Aurora Slide Zone Earth Host Domain @Aurora Slide Zone opens core Eiron

@Aurora Slide Zone opens core Eiron passage Ascension chamber The MCEO Freedom
Teachings
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Front View Safe Zone Slide Map 1: : ,3 4 Stargates Ups1de Down
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there time-loopstime-zones within a dimension as well as the 15-dimensions? A"sha
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the "Bridge Zone Project" T emplar Restoration Mission"this was talked about in

If the Bridge Zone Project had been successful, Earth"s Encryption Lattice would have been

2003, the Bridge Zone Project evolutionary option failed by 2006. Thus Earth is currently
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frequency accelerations, continuing ozone depletion and increase in solar CME potentials. The
contemporary problems
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about the Hibernation Zones, that have to do with the Vertical Maps and what
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the "End-Zone", which is where all of this was supposed to end
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opposite ... subduction zones ... there we go. So when they start with these
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to keep safe zones on the planet and to hopefully keep the tectonics where
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will create safe zones. And we can create small ones in our houses and
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and temporary safe-zones But also, zones that will allow, that will build a

zones But also, zones that will allow, that will build a base of frequency
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and They"re safe zones that you can use your Jha-DA" Body to project
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!IV Safe Zone Slide Map 1. : 7° Median Earth Planetary Rea
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into another time zone or another star system A"sha Yes, that"s exactly what they
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the "Bridge Zone Project" Templar Restoration Mission and began early opening of the

If the Bridge Zone Project was successful, Earth"s Encryption Lattice would be restored to

2003, the Bridge Zone Project evolutionary option failed by 2006. Thus Earth is currently

the "Bridge Zone Project" and Amenti Star-Gates is found in Voyagers Volume-
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frequency accelerations, continuing ozone depletion and increase in solar CME potentials. The
contemporary problems
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particle spin between
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a magnetic repulsion zone. This reacts similarly to when you put two magnets together
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densities. 11 Repulsion Zones If you take a look at the 15-Dimensional Time

a magnetic repulsion zone between each set of 3 dimensions. That is what allows

The magnetic repulsion zone is what separates the levels of our inter-dimensional selves
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also experience Null Zones. These are periods between time lines where we may feel
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of the Blend Zones, and finally a bi-location Journey to Chaco Canyon in
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Bands, and Hibernation Zones D-1 Urtha 03 Span-15/ DN-1 Span-11

D-1 H-Zones & ozone) Manifests in: etheric layer Upper Earth mantle to

H-Zones & ozone) Manifests in: etheric layer Upper Earth mantle to ozone upper

Earth mantle to ozone upper stratosphere <:"""at D-2 9.5 su~~ (upper

outer edge of ozone) Rha-Ka crusv D-2 INTRA-NET- chemical bio/emotional/

D-2 H-Zones) chemical DNA strands physical D-3 Rha-Ka-9.5 =

D-1 Hibernation Zones Upper = Oz, Shasta 2 Dimensions shown = 30 embedded

D-3 Hibernation Zones Upper= Telos ·raise Lower = Shamballa Eden" mental-atmospheric

D-2 Hibernation Zones Upper= Olympus Lower= Atlantis & Lemuria (time warps) Zeta

D-1 H-Zones Etheric-atomic Oz & Agartha & ozone Intra- & VAl

& Agartha & ozone Intra- & VAl D-2 Sun opens D-2 NET

D-2 H-Zones Atlantis & Lemuria Ep~ . & Y.A D-3

D-3 H-Zones Atmic-atomic Telos & Shamballa "mental" & magnetosphere &
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Aurora Platform Safe Zones "Each of the 4 Aurora & 4 Ecousha Platforms

the Aurora Slide Zone Earth Host Domain @Aurora Slide Zone opens core Eiron

@Aurora Slide Zone opens core Eiron Passage Ascension Chamber Vertical Map 7 Slide
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Time-Wave Blend Zones (9-Dimensional & 12-Dimensional) The Dimensional Mirror Ball

Time-Wave Blend Zones carry the blended NET-Earth and Aurora Earth time pulse
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1 . & ozone) Manifests in: layer~-... ,..--~ Upper Earlh mantle to ozone upper

Earlh mantle to ozone upper stratosphere /core at D·2 9.5 surtac""-

outer edge of ozone) D-2 INTRA-NET- chemical bio/emotional/physical harness Elemental-

D-2 H-Zones) chemical DNA strands physical D-3 Rha-Ka-9.5 =
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D-3 Hibernation Zones A PI tf Upper= Telos ·raise urora a orms

D-2 Hibernation Zones (Urtha Upper = Olympus A-3 {D-3

D-1 Hibernation Zones = D-2 Sha-Rha 10.5 Upper= Oz, Shasta A-
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to the Blend Zones), achieving Mental Body freedom from the metatronic NET Fields (
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Activation Initial Bridge Zone Project Mission and engages ―Original Amenti Gate Opening
Schedule;‖
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MUG-3B: Meajhe Zone sites do not fully open, mission diverts from ―Expedited

8/2003, Bridge Zone Project fails, Amenti Gates Phantom-fall, Parallel Earth Wesedrak-fall,
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Buffer Field/Arc Zone activates, final 3 of 6 2000-2017 SAC Stellar Infusions
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2006: ―Hibernation-Zones Go Red‖ as Hibernation-Zone Beli-Mahatma, Saxony & Paracletes

Red‖ as Hibernation-Zone Beli-Mahatma, Saxony & Paracletes break MCEO Amnesty Contracts
Shasta-

& turn Hibernation-Zone grids over to Bourgha-Budhara, GA secure Alon-7 CO
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escaping from Hibernation Zone entrapment); Psonn of Adama/ A-Da‘-ma-E-TUrNa (
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fields and Hibernaion Zones (The 3 inorganic Dimensional MET-NET harness fields/
Metatronic-

harness-plane Hibernation Zone structures within and surrounding Earth, were created
through the use

BC). The Hibernation Zone Vertical Map reveals the locations of the 6 inorganic Metatronic

NET-field Hibernation Zones NET-Control planes and reality fields within the core, mantle,

3 Upper H-Zone Telos/Mt. Shasta connection & Lower H-Zone Shamballa/―false

& Lower H-Zone Shamballa/―false Eden‖ Mental-Atmospheric atmic Cloud-Cities of the

2 Upper H-Zone Olympus and Lower H-Zone-Atlantis-Lumeria physical Time-warps

and Lower H-Zone-Atlantis-Lumeria physical Time-warps with Zeta Bases, that correspond



1 Upper H-Zone-OZ /in ozone layer, Mt Shasta connection and Lower

OZ /in ozone layer, Mt Shasta connection and Lower H-Zone-Agartha/subterranean

and Lower H-Zone-Agartha/subterranean of the corresponding D1 Derma NET etheric-atomic

the 6 Hibernation Zones represent an inorganic, 3-sub-dimensional plane structure reality
field
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into 2 Hibernation Zones, an Upper and Lower Hibernation Zone. The 3-sub-dimensional

and Lower Hibernation Zone. The 3-sub-dimensional reality fields of each set of

and Lower Hibernation Zones is composed from the type of matter-base characteristic to

which the Hibernation Zone set was formed; D-3 atmic, D-2 telluric/physical,

The 6 Hibernation Zones are actively inhabited by multitudes of various, often competing and

within the Hibernation Zone planes. Currently and throughout post-13,400BC history, the
Hibernation Zone

history, the Hibernation Zone races have covertly directly intervened and interfered with
evolving earth

etc‖ from Hibernation Zone races through the Metatronic Broadcast System Mass-Control-
Matrix of

earth‘s Hibernation Zone planes, unable to continue their organic path of spirit-evolution

from the Hibernation Zones and are currently actively opening the ―Aurora Safe-Zone

―Aurora Safe-Zone Platforms‖ to allow Earth‘s life field safe inter-dimensional

s inorganic Hibernation Zones); and the StarBorn Process (Within the Krystar Eternal-Life
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and the Hibernation Zone Vertical Map (the Hibernation Zone Vertical Map is a

(the Hibernation Zone Vertical Map is a vertical cross-section of the Planetary

harness-plane Hibernation Zone structres within and surrounding Earth.) Featured
Techniques: A. Arc of

organic Aurora Safe Zones, Aurora/Ecousha Platforms and Aquafers, and locations of the
inorganic

fields and Hibernation Zones, within the core, mantle, crust and atmosphere of Earth. The
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the Aurora Slide Zone Earth Host Domain between Earth and M31Urtha. The Aurora Slide

The Aurora Slide Zone Earth Host Domain serves as the multi-dimensional frequency medium

Ball Field Blend Zones 3-6-9-12-dimensional Slide-Ascension Fields and 2012
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1 Aurora Slide Zone (via merging Aurora-1 Subterranean and Aurora-2 Cloud



3; Aurora Slide Zones (4 levels of 3-dimensional Ascension Station reality-fields)

of Aurora Slide Zone-1; Aurora-1 Platform subterranean cities of Ah-RU-NE-
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1 Aurora Slide Zone (via merging Aurora-1 Subterranean and Aurora-2 Cloud

stands, and Hibernation Zone Reclamation introduction. Featured Technique: Elemental
Master Stand-Stand of the

5-the Hibernation Zone Reclamation, B. Journey to the Eye of God ( RashaLAe
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Aurora-1 Slide Zone), the LA‘HE de Luna (―safe passageway through the
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12 Tribes, Slide-Zones & Ascension Earth - Gliding, Sliding & Spanning, the Adashi

Earth, Aurora Slide Zone Journeys, Solar Bhardoah, Recent Events, and the Caduceus Network
&
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from Atlantean Hibernation Zones. This workshop introduced the 3 ―Transfiguration Point /
Ecousha

MCEO physical Slide-Zone-3, the ―New (Ascension) Earth‖ and the ―

be ―Slide-Zone-3 able‖ in case of emergency; (this means that

pulled to Slide Zone-3 safety,‖ if the planet experiences sudden cataclysmic earth changes).
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related ―safe-zone/Load-Out Station‖ Adjugate Sites. This workshop also explores 480

to close Hibernation-Zone Gate-links to prevent White/Red Dragon intended 10/2008

Caduceus-Earth/Hibernation-Zone Grids & NET-Earth ―Channels‖; White Dragons make 1st

Dragon Atlantean Hibernation-Zone Gates for direct Zeta-ship Invasion of NET-Earth. Kryst-
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to Green Hibernation-Zone Evacs, Atlantean Hibernation-Zone-Gates Close, opening of
Median Earth

Evacs, Atlantean Hibernation-Zone-Gates Close, opening of Median Earth Ascension/Bhardoah
Chamber and

close Atlantean Hibernation-Zone Gates to block White Dragons intended 10/2008 ―Official

from Atlantean Hibernation-Zone, is successfully blocked by GA- MCEO. Gathering of the
Shaman-
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of AdorA), Safe Zones, Demons, the Dhani Shield and Codes, the different levels of



Cities (intermediate zones between NET-Earth/here and Median Earth). This workshop also
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of Power (―Zone-targeted dynamic repetitive motions of expansion, contraction and
resistance,‖ that

Median Earth Safe Zone Cathedral Complex Ah-VE‘-yas-Shield); also explores information on

of ―Safe-Zones‖ and the ―Safe-Zone-Map,‖ and the Krystic ShaLAah

the ―Safe-Zone-Map,‖ and the Krystic ShaLAah Light Elemental ―Orb Beings‖
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Time-Wave Blend Zones between NET-Earth & Aurora-Earth) and initiated activation of

Aurora-Earth Blend-Zone Fields (Trans-harmonic Time-Wave Blend field Communion Planes),
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Time-Wave Blend Zone between NET-Earth & Aurora-Earth) and initiated activations of
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into this time zone. There will be others ... and you know, having workshops
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of the war zone that is down here right now as the probabilities are
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• The Bridge Zone. • Most important part is for us as individuals to
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the "Arc Zone" (Divine Blue Print-sealed hologram-within-a-hologram), which

(magnetic repulsion zone) between the Universai-Veca and Ecka systems While residing
within

within the Arc Zone matter forms seem to "disappear" from the manifest territories

Invisibility". The Arc Zone "Half-step", Time Shift and the Bridge Zone Like

and the Bridge Zone Like the Golden Fleece Capsule, the "Arc Zone" is

the "Arc Zone" is also a Spherical-Standing-Scalar-Wave Trans-Harmonic Radial

Flame. The Arc Zone was created by Emerald Covenant races to serve as a

Point The Arc Zone exists as a common Universal Shield Co-ordinate, higher in

Flames". The Arc Zone forms a simulated Azur-A point at a "half-
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the Covenant Arc Zone. The Shield of the Arc program exists as a set

to the Arc Zone and passage. The specialized (Keylon) "Codes of the

the Covenant Arc Zone, in the event that the "Arc Auto-pilot" system

within the Arc Zone hyper-dimensional field would be held safely within a stable,

half-step" frequency zone and time pulsation rhythm as the Planetary Shields rapidly climbed
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called Magnetic Repnlsion Zones or Void Zones. These Void zones function to "separate"

Zones or Void Zones. These Void zones function to "separate" the flashline sequences

Zones. These Void zones function to "separate" the flashline sequences and Units of

level. These Void Zones are therefore important in creating the illusion of separation between

these Magnetic Repulsion Zones at will, to experience our other conscious Selves stationed in

the Magnetic Repulsion Zones or Void Zones give the illusion that the Densities are

Zones or Void Zones give the illusion that the Densities are separate, when in
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Consciousness•, or Focus Zone, that is referred to as "The Room With a
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Creator Questions", Focus Zones, Command Vehicles, "Mastery", the "Wheel of Fortune", "

(what Focus-Zone) do you create from"? When, Where & How do you

What "Focus-Zone" do "Masters" enter in order to create extraordinary results?

results? • Focus Zones-Platforms of Perception/Creation: If you are not "consciously
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Consciousness", or Focus Zone, that is referred to as ·rhe Room With a
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formation and autonomic zones, the limbic forebrain (particularly the amygdala. septum.
diagonal bahd
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Belts) and the Ozone layer. The sever distortions and polarity reversals within the planetary

Belts) and the Ozone layer that manifest through the inorganic Tan-Na-KEi Algorithm
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(Protons +) Ozone Block ---------1--+~~: @ Sche"ma KarU"sa D3 ShALons Inner Tryptonic
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static magnetic repulsion zone Time Loop. PHASE 2: Negative Entrainment If W·,

magnetic repulsion The zone, the organic "Nowhere Now" M-Waves lose (static
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Amenti Gates, Cue Zones & the Brenaui Cathedral Interface Workshop: Introduction to Tan-
Tri-

Clearing "Cue Zones" and Creating your Eternal-Authentic "YOU-ZONE" • "

Authentic "YOU-ZONE" • "EarthCync Life Support" -Expanding Your Time-Wave-
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the Aurora Slide Zone Earth Host Domain @Aurora Slide Zone opens core Eiron

@Aurora Slide Zone opens core Eiron Passage Ascension Chamber Vertical Map Translated
from
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enter " Lull Zone" LUV (Lowest Unified Velocity) vibration. Slow and adjust t

7. When Lull-Zone vibration is reached the swaying & CW motion of both

is the Lull Zone Pulse. Slow your physicai/TrhU" -ah bodies CW sway

2 waves Lull-Zone Stop-Point. Breathe slowly & deeply, focusing your attention upon

wave field Lull Zone Pulse. 8. When you sense the " Lull-Zone Pulse",

the " Lull-Zone Pulse", inhale & hold to build charge, then exhale firmly.
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standing-wove Lull Zone Pulse . 9. When you sense the " Lull-Zone

the " Lull-Zone Pulse", synchronize your breathing rhythm to the Lull-Zone Pulse

to the Lull-Zone Pulse rhythm, sense your anatomy and consciousness all becoming one

with the Lull-Zone Pulse rhythm, and expand your consciousness as a formless mist

the Eternal Lull-Zone Pulse rhythm, and from this stat.e of heightened awarenes.
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MCEO-GA Bridge Zone Project Agenda. EARTH"s 2000·2017AD SAC ENGAGES, HALLS OF

OPENING UNDER BRIDGE ZONE PROJECT AGENDA. *2000 AD-ESA launches "Cluster" 4-

2003 AD-Bridge Zone Project fails and "Invisible War" drama escalates *8/
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B-7 Bridge Zone Pmject The baste idea bl!b.ind the Bl·
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Course [ Cue Zones Refe rences AzuritePress.com The C•~·stal Sub (

s,-~...., 65J Cue Zones "CUE ZO~~: are locations on Earth where a small

ACJiyahon Cycln ~ Zones can~ manually sd by individuals or groups by runmng the

Once set. Cue Zones will remaw for a ~iod of3.S to 5

wdefin.itely. CUe Zones ar~ "safe zone" areas on tb~ Planet that are

ar~ "safe zone" areas on tb~ Planet that are protected front mterdune:ns1onal
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